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Cloudy with sunny periods U>* 
day and Friday. Scattered show* 
e u  and isolated thunderstorms 
both afternoons. A little warmer. 
Winds light, becoming gusty to 
23 near heavier showers.
The Daily Courier HIGH A N D  LO WLow tonight and high Friday at Kelowna 42 and 6S. Tempera* turcs recorded Wednesday 63 and 4T.
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D O N  S LA T ER  GETS B .C . SCOUT 
JO B  FO R  D ETR O IT RED W INGS
PENTICTON (CP) — Don Slater, former winger with 
New Westminster of the Western Hockey League, says he 
has been named British Columbia scout for Detroit Red 
Wings.
Slater spent five tears with New Westminster before 
moving to Kamloops and then Penticton of the Okanagan 
Senior Hockey League two years ago.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (API 
Two monkeys returned alive to­
day from a 1,500-mile space ride 
in the nose cone of an army mis-, 
sile. !
The army announced that both* 
monkeys were recovered alive; 
from compartments in the nose 
cone of a Jupiter missile fired 
from Cape Canaveral. The rocket) 
had climbed to an altitude of 3001 
miles and flown at speeds up to:
10,000 miles an hour. : TRAIL (CP) — Vernon Little I The Old Lady Shows Her Medals.
The little f e m a l e  monkeys Theatre received highest praise; Characterizations w e r e  well 
named Able and Baker are the on the first day of the seventh j  founded, said Mrs. Ringwood, but 
I first living creatures known to annual British Columbia Dramjjthe comedy needed more point-
Vernon Wins High 
B.C. Drama Praise
JU N E
Big Winesap Stock 
Still In Storehouse
Sluggish markets have delayed clearance of the 1958 
apple surplus, Kelowna fruit officials indicated today.
Kinsmen president Walter Green handing keys to Mrs. Heinzman.
—Paul Ponich Photo
" N E V E R  SO EXCITED! / /
have ridden into space and come 
back alive.
The feat represents an import-
Festival, which opened here Wed-Ung.
nesday. ! As host company, Trail Little
“This is a very brave and:Theatre presented One Day More 
ant step in efforts to put a man courageous group,” declared ad- by Joseph Conrad. The produc- 
into orbital flight. judicator G w e n  Pharis Ring-|tion became occasionally flat,
Scientists said Instruments at-[Wood, who will see 10 plays from [the adjudicator considered, but 
tached to the small passengers j around the province before the she thought the climax was well
Mrs. Edward R. Heinzman, 1279 
Ethel Street, is the proud owner 
of a 1959 convertible.
The wife of a well-known local 
construction man won the car at 
Kinsmen bingo held last night 
at Boyd’s Drive-In theatre.
But Mrs. Heinzman had to do 
it the hard way before emerging 
the winner. She and L. M. Schaf­
fer, 2605 15th St., Vernon, tied for jail my life,” Mrs. Heinzman de 
the top prize. One number was]dared, 
called in the tie-breaker, an'1 
Mrs. Heinzman had it on her 
bingo sheet.
She was so excited that Kins­
man Moe Young had to drive the 
smart-looking vehicle to her 
home. .
‘Tve never been so excited in
showed they suffered little ill ef­
fect from the stresses of blast-off 
and the weird experience of 
weightlessness during nine min­
utes of the 15-minute journey.
Only the bare announcement 
that the monkeys had survived 
was contained in the initial re­
port from a navy ship which re­
covered the nose cone. This was 
near the island of Antigua 92 
minutes after the Jupiter was 
fired.
SIGNAL FAILED
Technicians explained, that the 
delay was the result of having to 
undo a mechanical maze to open 
| the passenger compartment. It
festival Saturday. The Vernon 
players deserved great comenda- 
tion the adjudicator s a . i d  
for attempting to stage some 
of the great scenes from Shake­
speare’s Othello.
SPECIAL MENTION
Mrs. Ringwood made special 
mention of the acting of Mary 
Huggins, who played Emilia.
“This was a very good per­
formance, well patterned,” de­
cided the adjudicator. The major 
Weakness of the production, Mrs 
Ringwood said, was - a lack of 
great elemental force in the act- 
jing.
The Lake Windermere Players
done.
had been k n o w n  previously, ajs0 received praise for their 
“How do you drive it?” she) through radio signals from the j  staging of the J . M. Barrie play, 
asked Moe. But her husband j nose cone, that the monkeys were 
quickly solved the problem. alive and well one minute before 
“He got behind the wheel, put their landing in the water. But 
the car in gear, and that’s the during the last minute the sig- 
-  — nals failed, an occurrence not un-
ED M O N T O N  P AIR  
GET $5,000 BAIL
Two Edmonton men, charged 
with possession of safecracking 
instruments appeared in police 
court this morning and had bail 
fixed at $5,000 each.
James E. Liscombe and James 
J . Bower were arrested and 
charged May 9 by a local of­
ficer..
Norman D. Mullins Is defend­
ing the pair, who entered no 
plea at the previous prelimin­
ary hearing.
With the time of the year hav­
ing been reached when apple 
stocks usually are cleaned out,
B.C. Tree Fruits this year finds 
itself with a large supply on 
hand.
Still to be marketed are 40.000 
boxes of Winesaps, according to 
a BCTF spokesman.
“But we are still confident the 
balance of the crop will be sold." 
he said, "though we feel it will 
be well into June before the crop 
is cleaned up.”
SLOW MARKET
. Apple sales have been “slow1" earlv m June, 
with the majority going to West-1 
ern Canadian markets, and the 
"odd car” going to the United 
States and Eastern Canada.
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE
An important factor in the 
marketing slowdown is that 
controlled atmosphere apples 
from Eastern Canada and the 
United States have cut B.C. sales 
to almost a dribble.
Balance of the apples on hahd 
now will have to be "consumed 
in the Western Canada market,” 
said the BCTF official.
AH of the Okanagan’s controll­
ed i atmosphere apples (Mac­
intosh) have been sold. All New­
town stocks also have been ship* 
ped,
WINESAPS PLENTIFUL
At the present time there Is la 
cold storage in the Okanagan well 
over 100,000 boxes of Winesaps, 
heaviest concentration being in 
the Oliver-Osoyoos area.
A “guessing estimate” of the 
1959 prospects, according to the 
BCTF spokesman, is about 75 per 
cent of the 1958 crop. "This is 
just guess work now,” he ex­
plained; "because there will be 
nothing definite to go on until
car
last wc saw of them, 
called.
Young re-
Nelson Murder Trial Accused 
Spends Three Hours In Box
NELSON (CP) — The accused might be in the hospital being 
In a murder trial here Wednes-; treated. for bruises from the 
day spent almost three hours in!fight," he testified, 
the witness box under cross-ex- vHe told me that Garrett was 
animation by the crown pro.sccu-,c}cacj_ i Was shocked. I gave the
I statement to him shortly aftertor.
Larry Popoff, 23, is charged 
with murder in the death of 
Clarence Douglas Garrett, 35, 
Inst fall.
Also charged with murder in 
Garrett’s denth are Larry’s bro­
ther, John, 27, and his cousin, 
Harry Popoff, 19, who will b<? 
tried Inter.
Larry's most frequent answer 
lo questioning by crown prosecu­
tor Leo Gansner were; "I don’t 
remember" and "I'm not sure."
He testified; "I believe that I 
kicked Garrett once —, in the 
itomnch or back. I don't romein* 
aer kicking him more than once."
lie said lu> didn’t know any­
thing about a fight involving Gar­
rett until he was told by RCMP 
:bnstribles souie time later,
"1 suggested to Sergeant' Ar­
thur Zimmerman that Garrett
TELEPHONE BUSY
Mrs. Heinzman’s telephone was 
busy all morning as well-wishers 
called to congratulate her.
About 700 cars jammed the 
drive-in theatre for the bingo 
games. Due to initial expenses, 
profit on the first venture will 
not be too much, a Kinsmen 
spokesman said. Proceeds will go 
to Kin-sponsored community pro­
jects.
Other cash prize winners were: 
Bill Thompson. 840 Glcnwood; 
Ray Bostock, Lakeshore Road, 
hearing of the death.’ £ rot' Wishlow, 1260 Richter St.;
Larry said he "wasn’t p o s i t i v e " . H 22 I n
Garrett had taken money f r o m i^ '’ 2115 Pandosy; Ms Wi l l i nm
John Popoff. He said there had ’7,0110•s\  Mr« P'
been no discussion between him- J!ur^ sin.', w ;,’ Y, .'
self and Garrett when Garrett I T n Z h v  W
was sitting at a table in a b e e r '^ ^ ^ 1; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  
nnrlop h. Cnsmien.- jj, TyneI1, o.vuma; Mrs. M. Seery,
Winfield; Mrs. Della McFarlnnp,
usual as a space rocket drops be­
low the horizon.
"Both animals are alive and 
perfect with no injuries," the 
army announced 6M> hours after 
the launching.
Instruments recorded and re­
layed information on such mat­
ters as heartbeat and breathing 
rate.




ister Pearkes today con­
firmed in the Commons that the 
destroyer Nootka was dis­
patched from Saint John, N.B.,
parl r in astelg r,
The trial is continuin,
PRINCE GEORGE (CP) -  A 
statement by Isanc Augustus 
claiming that he Was sleeping up­
stairs when his brother was shot
to death in their Stellaquo reserve,.,..... 
cabin Dec. 17 was admitted as1-
1966 Cnrruthcrs St,; Dick Flint- 
ofl, RR 3 Kelowna; Mrs, C. M, 
Burnley, Westbank; Mrs. Earl 
Gibeau, 445 Osprey Ave.; Mrs. 
Tina Hickson, East Kelowna; 
Pugllese, 651 Cambridge
evidence Wednesday In the As- 
siz(j Court murder trial of Aug- 
gustus.
Augustus is charged In connec­
tion with the Dec, 17 shooting 
of his younger brother, Fraser 
Augusta.
Ave.; and Vic Ehmnn, 552 Oxford,
Grouse Cause 
Au to Accident
Fatal High School Incident 
Will Be Concluded Today
The case of a 17-year-old Kel­
owna youth charged with man­
slaughter will conclude this 
afternoon In juvenile court.
The youth is charged with 
fatally injuring 16-year-old Ian 
Forworn during a scuffle in a 
school corridor Feb. 19.
Forworn died the following day 
in Kelowna General Hospital 
from n brain hemmorhage, 
caused by n fractured skull.
A coroner’s Jury later return­
ed a verdict of occidental death,
with magistrate Donald White re­




ster Martin has a n n o u n c ­
ed provincial government approv­
al for construction of a 46-bcd 
hospital at Kimberley 
The pew hospital will ' be
to investigate reports of an un­
identified submarine being 
sighted. '
HALIFAX (CP) — A navy 
spokesman said today the de-] 
stroyer escort Nootka put in here 
to be refuelled during the night 
and sailed again for "her area of 
operations off the east coast."
The Nootka, believed hunting at 
least one Russian submarine off 
Canada’s Atlantic coast, .sailed 
unexpectedly from Saint John, 
N.B.; Wednesday. She was to be 
[berthed there during an Atlantic 
provinces i n d u s t r i a l  exposi­
tion which ends Saturday.
These are two possible reasons 
for the Nootka being ordered out;
She might be moving Into At­
lantic waters off the east coast of 
Newfoundland tfl help fuel-short 
sister ships check the report of a 
family who said they saw an un 
dersea craft in Bonavlsta Bay,
Or the Nootka might have been 
closer to a reported sighting off 
southwestern Nova Scotia, In the 
Bay of Fundy or along the upper 
coast of Maine,
Unless one of her sister ships
Woman Fined 
In Obstruction
A district woman has been 
fined $200 for attempting to ob­
struct the course of justice. Mrs. 
Catherine. Fedrigo was charged 
with failing to inform police, 
when instructed, of any contact 
she had had with a suspected 
thief.
Police say she later admitted 
having had a telephone call from 
the man, and subsequently charg­
ed her with the attempted obstru­
ction.
Her counsel, N. D. Mullins says 
he wiU advise her to appeal the 
case.
VANCOUVER (CP)—The only 
public stockyards in Vancouver 
will close Saturday in a move de­
signed to make Kamloops the 
cattle centre of British Columbia.
B.C. Livestock Producers Co­
operative Association, operators 
of the Vancouver PubUc Stock- 
yards, is moving Its headquarters 
and operations to the Interior 
city.'. ; ■
K. R. Chowen, m anlier of the 
association, said the move is the 
result of a decline in popularity 
of grass-fed cattle and a heavy 
demand for Canadian feeder cat­
tle in the United States.
In the last few years, market­
ing volume at the stockyards 
here has declined and recent 
action at the yards, Mr. Choweh 
said, “has been confined to 
slaughtering a few dairy cattle.” 
The move Is not expected to 
affect consumers or meat pack­
ers here. Most meat consumed 
in the Vancouver area is bought 
directly from cattle producers In 
the rich Interior growing areas 
or Imported.
IN TERPR ETIN G  TH E NEWS
Real Berlin Crisis 
Said Due In 1961
By BRACK CURRY 
AP Foreign Observer
elections In Britain, the United 
States and West Germany will
but RCMP after conferring with «« « umentt uuic in nur. sisicr Bmps
i . nt7r,,;,,!v.0en,.nil’s Ih-iKiit-;three-storey building and will In-[needed relief, It was unlikely that
mont laid the eharite elude an unfinished nren cnpnble|the Nootkn would bo sent to In-ment laid the chnrge.
The trial concluded May 12,
LATE FLASHES
of accommodating 22 additional 
beds for future expansion ns re­
quired,
The hospital boenme a contro­
versial Issue earlier In the month 
when members of the Kimberley 
and District General Hospital 
Society lobbied the legislative
RCM P Commence Search For Small Boy
KAMLOOPS (CP>—-RCMP today began n search for 11-year- 
old Tom McDlnrmld, missing since Wednesday afternoon In the 
Lne Lo .leune district 18 miles south of hero. The boy failed to 
return home from senool. The district Is heavily wooded nhd 
dotted with lakes.
Prince George Council Sues Supplier
PRINCE GEORGE (C P '-A  $253,(HK)-storm sewer project here 
l-i being delayed by the inability of n cement pipe supplier to 
deliver 930,000 in sewer pipe. Contracts call for Hart Concrete 
Limited to deliver 17,(KM) feet of pipe but only 2,000 has arrived. 
Council has started action under1 penalty clauses of the pipe 
contract,
Vernon Ratepayers To Vote Friday
\  VERNON <CIM—Properly 'owners In tin? unorganized district
"surrounding Vernon will vote Friday on establishment of a hospi­
tal Improvement district, Over-crowding at the Vernon Jubilee 
hospital precipitated'iho vote. 1 '
Students Recover From Bottle Attack
VANCOUVER (CP t—Four Vancouver high school students 
were in gixxt condition today with neck lacerations suffered 
when attacked by three lx)ttlp-wkJld(ng hoodlums .Wednesday,
HAZLETON (CP)-RCMP arc 
attempting to identify the bndly-
Two out-of-town 'couples woroil)urnod i)0dy of nn cldery man 
j shaken up Wednesday-all be- found the ushes of a four*
, cause some young grouse wand- Loom log ,10UU)i0 ncnr this
ered on to Highway 97, aboiit n j^ u p ity ;  200 miles east ofi buildings for a $1,200,000 hospital 
I half-mile On the vyost side 0L prince Rupert. The, house caught which would cventuidly have 100 
Lake Okanagan bridge. [fire overnight. Ibcd.-i.
A West Vancouver auto, drivenj; ~  ” “ “
by James Stewart, nnd with his 
wife as passenger, stopped to 
avoid running into the , grouse, 
near the junction of 97 with the 
old1'road leading! up from the,
. ferry wharf, , . "  V
1 Another passenger auto elhso 
; behilvd was unable to stop In time 
—ramming into the rear of the 
! Stewarts' auto, Bonce said the 
[driver, Frank Newton of Regina,
[and his wife, tyMh suffered bruis­
es and minor shock, hut not suf-, . , , . , , . . . . , . .
jficlent to require medical treat-1 VANCOUVER (Cl )-—A system|here..y to most of up but tins 
mcint, ■ I of Insurance against legal costs! radical departure has already
I Damage to the two vehicles'0 ward off socialized law has I been made In England," lie said, 
Wait estimated at between S700:bccn recommended hero by g Mr, Justice Wilson said he has
vestigate n Ncwtoundlnnd sight­
ing because of the long route she 
would have to tnke,
If ships were nvnllnblc here 
they would be ordered out, United 
States ships nnd plnnos from Ar- 
gentlft, Nfld,, would also assist.
A navy spokesman, asked how 
mnny other vessels were with the 
Nootka from the Atlantic com­
mand, replied "I can’t tell you,”
t
, and $800.
C A N A D A 'S  H IG H  
. . . A N D  L O W
Toronto . ............1___
i.iwm vurrrnt. Sank.
I justice ofi the British Columbia 
[Supreme Court, ' ,
Mr, Justice J. (j,'Wilson, speak­
ing Wednesday night to the .Van­
couver ) Bar Association, said 
lawyers should'consider following 
the lend of doctors who set up 
Blue Cross, MSA and other med­
ical plans lo prevent soc|fdlml 
medicine,
always wondered "why a Inrgc 
section of public opinion Is inim­
ical to lnwycrs,”
"It Is a conception which might 
have some basis In fact that law 
is not for the - little man," he 
said,1 (- 1 • ; \ .
He said no' person should lx? 
denied Justice because of lack of 
means. * <
f'But a person dike myself could
"Socialized law rplght be a i be ruined by a'Inwsuit,” he sold.
“Many persons hesitate to go to 
court, because If they lose the 
litigation they will hnvc to pay 
all the costs, 1 am particularly 
concerned with the John Doc lit! 
grint who secs a court action 
more risky than a horse race and 
for more dangerous,” 
Attorney-General Robert I)on\ 
ner, who attended the mooting 
afterwards said; ”1 agree with 
much* Mr. - Justice Wilson sold 
nnd sec no reason why the pub4
lie could not bo adequately m 
sured." ■,,' ' ■. '
GENEVA (AP) — Some West- bring in new administrations that 
ern officials believe the real Ber-will weaken the united allied 
liri crisis will c6mc in 1961, not front on German issues, 
this year or the next. The opinion of these officials
They believe the Russians wilUs that Khrushchev will not risk 
accept some Interim agreement nn armed clash over Berlin at 
at. the Big Four foreign minis-this time. Instead, he will wait 
tors conference that will continue to see whether the political, pic* 
the uneasy Allied occupation of tore in Europe nrid the United 
West Berlin. States is altered.
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrush- Khrushchev’s November ultl- 
chcv, in their view, hopes that mntum to the Big Three to get
out of West Berlin In six months 
Is considered by those officials ns 
primarily a probing action to 
test the unity of the Allies,
They stress thnt the Soviet 
leader, confronted with Allied 
determination to remain In tho 
divided city, scrapped his dead* 
line. In return, ho got the vir­
tual promise of the summit meet­
ing he apparently wnnts so 
badly, v
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Elsenhower conferred for 30 
' ’ r i ! “ i minutes today with, the Big Four
' , ' foreign ministers; Russia’s An-
1 , , . drol Gromyko called It ”n very
'■ '•: ] . , pleasant and useful converse*
\;y; - , ‘ ■ tlon." ' ; . ■ ■ ■
. The Soviet foreign mlhlster saw 
Eisenhower With France’s Mau­
rice Cove d° Murville, Britain $ 
Selwyn Lloyd and U.8, State Sec­
retary Christian Harter.
(flee also pagq 10 story)
itock Auction 
Trading Brisk
KAMLOOPS <CP)~Trndli)g was 
brisk and the market appeared 
Strong at the B.C, Livestock Pro­
ducers Co-operative auction.
d'vyo hundred and twenty cattle 
and calves and 50 sheep were 
sold for a total of $37,108.
Prlcest . •
Good butcher stcef»"8?2--M-‘Ws 
good feeder steers 2&34.ft0| ‘light 
feeders 20-28; stacker Cilve* 26- 
27.75. ■ . .. ’ i '
HALF STAFF — Target of 
harsh criticism by Reds In life, 
the Into John Foster Dulles was 
honored by them In death. Tho 
Russ about-face Is shown above; 
Russia s flag flies at hnlf.stnff 
over embassy in Washington.
(AP photo).
I V ■ V
\
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Decision Time Is Rapidly 
Approaching For Students
The lime is approaching for some serious 
decisions to be made in homes where there 
are teen-agers. The decisions to be made 
concern whether the boy or girl shall con­
tinue in school or seek a job.
The 16-year-old knows that he has reach­
ed the point where he is not required by law 
to attend .school. The temptation of earning 
his own money is strong. He feels he has 
an independence waiting for him and that . 
the discipline of school can be put behind 
him.
What he doesn't understand is that if he 
enters the labor force while not properly 
qualified the discipline of his job is stiffer 
than in school. If he fails at work he loses 
his job. If he failed his examinations he can 
start over again.
It is the interest of every young person 
reaching this stage in life to decide to stay 
in school. The more schooling the young 
person entering the business or industrial 
world has the quicker he or she will be able 
to find employment, and chances of keeping 
it will be greater.
The ploorly educated worker, the boy or 
girl who leaves school at grade eight or nine 
is forced into occupations where workers 
are more often laid off. They are in the 
category where more people are seeking jobs 
than there arc jobs to be filled. The more 
schooling the young person has, the more 
occupations are open, and the choice of 
employment wider.
It’s far smarter to stay in school than to 
fall for the temptations of earning and being 
able to spend. There is one very sure pre­
diction that can be made as to the employ­
ment picture of the future and that is the 
y oung person who has stayed in school after 
grade or the attainment of the age of 16, 
who has graduated from high school and! 
taken technical school courses, business col-; 
lege or formal trade training, will have! 
greater opportunities and more surety of 
employment. .. 1
Another way of looking at the future is 
to consider whether at the age of 25 or 26, 
the student leaving schol now will be satis­
fied with the same type of a job he or she 
has taken on leaving school. Young people 
have ambition to get along in life and to 
climb the ludder rather than remain station­
ary and the key to the future is education.
The best way and the surest way for 
young people who have to make the deci­
sion today, to protect themselves against 
periodic lay-offs and job insecurity is to 
continue to attend school and get a good 
education, both in school and in trade train-1 
ing. Schooling is an investment in the) 
future, it is like money in one sense, the! 
more you have of it, the easier it is to add 
to it. Opportunities for advancement are un­
limited to the person with the education. The 
more schooling the young person has the 
better the job for which he can compete.
"Are You Thinking of Leaving School,” 
is the title of a booklet that has been issued 
by the National Employment Committee and 
the Unemployment Insurance Commission. 
Any young person who is thinking of leav­
ing school cannot do better than secure a 
copy for the reason that it contains com­
pelling arguments favoring obtaining all the 
education that it is possible to get.
&0




The deadly mist of Strontium- 
90 is falling steadily upon us, and 
it has apparently enmeshed both 
politicians and scientists in its 
grim fog.
Health Minister J. W. Montetth 
told Parliament, after his offic­
ials had looked into the Strontium 
90 situation, that "our findings 
Indicate no basis for alarm.” 
These were comforting words, 
but they did not tell the whole 
story. In contrast, Dr. Linus 
Pauling has warned Americans 
that “The only safe amount of 
Strontium-90 in the bones of our 
children is zero.”
Britain’s Prime Minister, Har­
old Macmillan, has announced 
that radioactivity in that country 
has doubled since last summer. 
There are no grounds for doubt' 
ing that a similar increase has 
been suffered in comparable 
areas of Canada.
A recent survey in 50 North 
American cities showed that
Against this background, the 
long continuing disarmament ne­
gotiations between East and West 
present an importance beyond 
the obvious. Statesmen are seal­
ing a system of controlled nu­
clear tests which would be proof 
igalnst dishonesty. But this over­
looks the basic fact that any dis­
armament agreement must be 
based on mutual trust. Otherwise 
we might as well admit that we 
are in a state of warfare, even if 
the shooting has not yet com­
menced.
Such mutual trust involves a 
minimum of military risk; but 
we have the safeguard that nu­
clear tests, carried out in contra­
vention of an international agree­
ment, would soon be detected.
The alternative to this mutual 
trust must be a steady build up 
of the radioactivity on the sur­
face of our land. As Health Min­
ister Montelth says, there are no 
present causes for alarm in the 
| existing level of radioactivity.
Quebec City’s milk contains the | But continuing nuclear tests will
THE D O VE OF PEACE
W orld Statesman Missed
Yesterday the world paid tribute to a great 
statesman. John Foster Dulles was laid to 
rest following a state funeral, attended by 
foreign ministers and other high government 
officials throughout the world.
Foster Dulles—people who knew him 
tended to drop the “John”—was a man of 
ironclad moral opinions. In his book—he 
was a staunch Presbyterian, and his book 
was the Bible— black was black and white 
was white.
This undoubtedly gave strength to the 
convictions of the former secretary of state 
who died of cancer Sunday at 71. It is for 
history to say whether as some of his critics 
suggest, it also made him too unbending and 
self-righteous to see the other side’s point 
of view &T international negotiations.
"Inflexible” was a word often applied to 
. Dulles, sometimes in praise and sometimes 
in blame.
Nobody denied he had energy.
He flew the Atlantic and sometimes the 
Pacific the way most people take a streetcar. 
He visited 46 countries, travelling about 
600,000 miles in the progress, during his 
six years as secretary. He worked incredibly 
long hours—often in great pain as his fatal 
illness developed.
At his office and at his Washington home, 
Dulles was constantly on the job. In his 
state department role he was the original 
do-it-yourself man. Administrative details he 
left to his helpers. Big foreign policy matters 
he handled himself.
He could do this because President Eisen­
hower had utmost confidence in him. The 
two were not especially close socially—r
March and September Likely 
Months for Missile Attack
(Special to The Daily Courier)
Dulles was not a member of Eisenhower’s 
golf-playing set—but the president leaned 
on Dulles in matters of state and never fail­
ed to declare his faith and affection.
Dulles’ personality is hard to describe. He 
was both blunt and subtle. He was, in his 
public days, a tallish, somewhat stooped 
man, ruddy of countenance, white-haired 
and endlessly active.
He .was a grandson of Gen. John Watson 
Foster, a Civil War soldier who was secre 
tary of state for president Benjamin Harri­
son.
He cut his diplomatic teeth at The Hague 
convention of 1907. He went there with 
grandfather Foster and saw international law 
in the making. At that time Dulles was a 
junior at Princeton University. He seldom 
was away from foreign affairs for the rest 
of his life.
Action was what he loved. He was criti­
cized in many quarters for his incessant 
travels. Some people thought he should stay 
in Washington, plan high policy and run the 
state department instead of gadding off to 
Paris or Timbuktu.
But Dulles, who could put on old-fashion­
ed carpet slippers and be almost as comfort­
able in a transatlantic plane as in his own 
living room, wanted to be where the action 
was. And there he went.
Sometimes he needed time out. He headed 
then straight for his island retreat in Lake 
Ontario. He sailed and thought and read and 
bird-watched, and if a crisis stormed up he 
figured he could always be back in Wash­
ington in time to cope with it.
John Foster Dulles will be missed.
ball fired across a blackened-out I stations are already under con
OTTAWA — Mark March and 
September with red pencils on 
your calendars. If the Russians 
are going to launch an attack 
of missiles, those are the most 
likely months they’ll choose.
March and September are the 
equinoctial months during which 
auroral interference is at its 
worst.
The aurora borealis, or north­
ern lights as they are popularly 
known, play havoc with radar. 
Sometimes they can completely 
black out an object in the sky 
and other times make it appear 
in a position many miles away 
from where it actually is.
It is to amass information to 
close this gap in the defence 
system against ICBM’s that 15 
Canadians will operate a massive 
experimental radar tracking sta­
tion near Prince Albert, Sask 
Cost of the station is over $1,- 
000,000, the exact figures can’t 
be given out because most of 
the equipment is American 
The Prince Albert station is a 
perfect example of co-operation 
in Western defence that is more 
talked about than practised. The 
land, conventional equipment and 
personnel are Canadian; the se­
cret equipment, much of the 
money are American and the in­
formation gathered will be used 
to help the American air force 
protect Canada.
FIND AND RILL 
Defence against ICBM’s has 
two aspects. You have to find 
the deadly weapon and then de­
stroy it.
The problem of tracking a long- 
range missile has been compared 
to following the flight of a tennis
court with a flashlight. Istruction in Greenland and A1
The problem of destroying it aska with the capability of find-
Ford Policy Announcements
.ulation. Whirl
By RICHARD J. GWYN
(Special to The Dally Courier
OTTAWA — Twin announce­
ments by the tf.S. and Canadian 
Ford motor companies have sent 
a whirl of speculation about the 
automobile market.
The first statement, from Dear­
born, Mich., said the U.S, comp­
any was preparing n $150 mil­
lion bid which would give It own­
ership of 75 per cent of tho out­
standing voting stock of the Can­
adian firm.
Still unknown is how much own­
ership will remain in Canadian 
hands. It could be close to zero 
ns the remaining 25 per cent will 
be for public sale and there Is no 
guarantee ■ what share will be 
kept'by Canadians.
Second announcement came 
, from Ford of Canada to tho of: 
feet it plans to turn out two types 
of economy cars. Prices are un­
known but speculation is they wiU 
be around $2,200.
In the generally-accepted Sense 
they will not be "small car#” 
like the Volkswngona, Austins, 
Morrls\ Reneauit# and Simcas, 
DOG RAT DOG
There Is considerable specula 
tlon here on the extent to which 
the Canadian-produced economy 
cars will compete' directly V “ 
the smaller foreign imports,
With 
dr
In * dog eat dog fashion, with 
the Canadian auto manufactur­
ers' own high priced model#,
It l* not generally known that 
at least one-third of all Imported 
British and European cars com- 
Ing into Canada are products of 
oversuaa subsidiaries of the Big 
Three. These giants own wholly, 
or in part, car plants in Britain, 
West Germany, France and Italy. 
Genet*) Motor* of Oshawa alone 
23 per cent o!take* a repotted X
Mil forttfo Imports,
Thus the extent b 
models cut into sales of Canadian
to which these 
n
built cars makes proportionately 
less difference on the fortunes of 
the Big Three, except to the ex­
tent there Is less profit on a $1,- 
800 car than one selling for $3,000.
Success of foreign imports in 
Canada was shown up strongly 
In tho latest report of the Dom­
inion Bureau of Statistics.
ONE IN FIVE
The Bureau, in fact, had its 
figures wrong, giving British and 
European models nearly one- 
third of the market instead of 
one-fifth. The error was discover­
ed by this reporter's double- 
checking over what appeared to 
be n fantastic jump In foreign 
Imports,
Tho Bureau's original figures 
were 27,843 foreign models s6ld 
In Canada during January, Feb­
ruary and March. In fact, It 
should have been 20,017, which 
Is still n big Increase over the 
14,401 sold during the same 
months lit 1958, ;
Unpublished figures, it was 
learned, will show that British 
Imports for April slope were a 
record. It is understood Britain 
sold 8,000 cars in that month 
compared to some 13,000 in the 
first three,
The, British success points up 
tho advantages the BIG Three 
have been able to offer their 
overseas subsidiaries in the way 
of servlco and sales outlets. 
Among tho British mokes, Ford 
Is owned by Ford of Dearborn 
and tho Vauxhalls by General 
Motors. ,
Ford of Canada is the only 
Canadian company to state (t 
will dell,nltely come out In , 1990 
with an economy, or compact, 
car.
General Motors has. made no 
commitment and Chrysler Corp. 
of Windsor, has Issued a care­
fully worded statement which
has been described as trying to 
knock down a dart fired at you 
without warning from 20 feet by 
throwing another dart at it.
Range of the Prince Albert set 
is too-secret but sources report 
it is in the region of 2,500 miles. 
The range varies with the size of 
the object to be tracked.
The Prince Albert Station will 
be the largest of its type in the 
world. It is the "twin” of the 
giant radar at Millstone Hill near 
Boston, and its main feature is a 
84-foot radar “dish” loaned by 
the United States.
The Prince Albert radar is 
considerably more powerful than 
the U.S. sets in Turkey which 
have been able to track firings 
of Soviet Intermediate Range 
Missiles.
Although it has the capacity to 
track an ICBM, this is not its 
role. To be of any use informa 
tion about an approaching ICBM 
has to be relayed to defence 
headquarters at Colorado Springs 
or St. Hubert near Montreal and 
the data processed. No such link 
exists.
Far swifter progress has been 
made on the problems of finding 
and tracking an ICBM than on 
destroying it, The anti-missile 
missile will have to be capable 
of being fired within seconds— 
which means a solid fuel propel 
lant—carry a warhead powerful 
enough to bust the tough hide ol! 
an ICBM, and most important, 
be equipped with a tracking sys­
tem that can carry it unerring­
ly at its target.
On the tracking side, two U.S
ing and following the flight of an 
enemy ICBM. They are part of 
the BMEWS system.
Purpose of the Prince Albert 
Station will be to first find out 
all there is to know about the 
phenomena of the northern 
lights and then to find ways of 
side-stepping the interference
John Chapman, Superintendent 
of Communications at the De­
fence Research Board’s labora­
tories at Shirley Bay near Ot­
tawa said in an interview it 
would take . at least “one year” 
to collect sufficient information 
on the northern lights. This would 
give plenty of time for any find­
ings to be incorporated into the 
BMEWS stations which aren’t 
due to go into operation until 
1961.
The Prince Albert station will 
be officially opened July 6 by 
Prime Minister DIefenbaker and 
it is expected to be ready for 
full operation by then.
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
will jump the small car band 
wagon.
Studebuker are turning o u t 
their economy-sized Larks in 
Canada but do not rank as manu­
facturers ns they have only an 
assembly-plant at Hamilton, Ont­
ario.
CANADA-U.8. RELATIONS
Most observers expect the Can­
adian Big Three to come out with 
their smaller cars at about the 
same times. They will likely bo 
mld-wny In price between the 
small foreign makes • and the 
cheapest standard Cnnadlan mo­
dels. '
Experts here are intrigued with 
the timing of U,S, Ford's an 
nouncement it would take over 
75 per cent of tho equity stock of 
its Canadian subsidiary. ,
It coincided with Ford of Can­
ada's statement it would turn out 
small cars, thus allaying union 
fears that Canadian workers 
would lose their Jobs to small 
car\i being produced In tho U.S, 
only. ■ ' .
T h e  U.S. Ford statement also 
stlpuntecl that Canadian mem­
bership on the Board of Ford of 
Canada would be Increased from 
(bur to seven.
One reason'cited'hero, for the 
move—a delicate one in tho cur­
rent state of Cnnndian-U.S. poli­
tical relations—Is the close rela­
tionship between the two comp­
anies, i
Canadian Ford lias been doing 
^vell, both domestically and over­
seas, ' Although Its export# are 
not large, they carry the advant­
age of British Preferential Tar­
iff, The Canadian1 Ford also has 
subsidiaries in many .Common­
wealth countries excluding Bri­
tain,. nnd In a day , when more 
cars are being bought and sold 
across national boundrlcs. It be 
reasoned there were advantages 
In the two giant automobile com
10 YEARS AGO 
May, 1949
The six - mile stretch of the 
Kelowna-Vernon Highway which 
has been under reconstruction 
since early spring is nearing 
completion and will bo ready for 
use In approximately three 
weeks,
Plans for the construction of 
the new Lloyd-Jones Home for 
elderly people will probably be 
ready next month, at which time 
tonders will be called, Alderman 
W. T. L. Roadhouse stated at 
Monday night's council meeting.
20 YEARS AGO 
May, 1939
An appreciative audience at­
tended the grand concert staged 
by the British Imperial Com­
rades Association in the ■ IOOF 
Hall, when the Kelowna Ladles' 
choir nnd male voice chojr and 
tho Kelowna string quartet wore 
tho features. Mrs, G. D. Cam­
eron nnd Mr, Cyril Mossop were 
the conductors of the choirs.
30 YEARS AGO 
May, 1020
Directed by Miss E. Rilance 
and Mr. A, S. Towell, tho stu­
dents of the Kelowna High School 
are presenting the Chinese oper­
etta "The Crimson Eyebrows”
in the public school auditorium 
on Friday, May 31.
40 YEARS AGO 
May, 1910
“Change here for the famous 
fruit and mixed farming district.” 
That is tho sign which, at the 
particular instance of the Ver 
non Board of Trade and endorsee, 
by the Okanagan Valley general 
ly, Is to be painted on two large 
signs near the kiosk at Slcamous 
Junction, for the education of 
those who travel up and down the 
CPR main line,
third highest concentration of 
Strontium-90, exceeded only by 
Pittsburgh and by Bismarck, 
North Dakota. Quebec's figure 
was seven times that detected in 
Los Angeles, atid double that in 
Buffalo.
Strontium is a comparatively 
rare element; its name was 
known to few of us until it be­
came sinister through the long 
duration of its radioactive iso­
tope. We have all often seen 
Strontium, for its most common 
use is in fireworks, where its rich 
flame lends color to the display. 
Its radioactive isotope is unfor­
tunately created in considerable 
quantities in the fission process 
of a nuclear explosion. From the 
fireball high in the sky, it drifts 
round the globe, falling onto our 
cities and countryside, passing in­
to the topsoil and thence into 
plant life. Thus it enters the food 
chain and comes into our bodies; 
in the western world we absorb 
it chiefly in milk, in Asia chief­
ly in rice.
Like calsium, once in our bo­
dies it tends to deposit Itself in 
our bones, concentrating to form 
hotspots in any place where bone 
is developing. It retains its radio­
active power for about 40 years, 
thus its danger is greatest to our 
children. The Strontlum-90 al­
ready released by nuclear tests 
will continue to fall onto the 
earth’s surface for many years 
to come, building up threat of 
leukemia and bone cancer in our 
children. If tests continue, warns 
Dr. Pauling, about 100,000 ehil 
dren of the coming generation 
will die from these causes.
There are of course other ele­
ments of danger in nuclear tests. 
There are also elements of incon­
venience and financial loss, of 
which the most obvious is the 
change in our weather. This was 
predicted several years ago by 
an Ottawa scientist, and our re­
cent experience has certainly 
given substance to his long-range 
forecast of levelling off the ex­
tremes of our climate.
certainly carry us into the cer­
tainty of alarm.
While scientists cannot yet 
agree as to what constitutes a 
tolerable level of radioactivity— 
because they are here dealing 
with the hitherto unknown—con­
tinuing nuclear tests will con­
demn thousands of children all 
over the world to a death as sure 
ss the Immediate massacre of 
nuclear warfare.
Against this "heads we lose, 
tails we cannot win” situation, 
the statesmen of the West are 
faced with a difficult but very 
urgent problem, in which the 
voice of the people is increasing­
ly making itself felt in many 
European countries, impatient 
with the stalemated talks of their 
leaders.
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50 YEARS AGO 
May, 1909
Notice is given in last week's 
"B,C, Gazette" that a bounty of 
$3,00 will ho paid on every coyoto 
killed within the province, and 
$2,00 for each big horned owl, nnd 
$2,00 for each golden eagle, with* 
ip the counties of Cariboo, Yale 
nnd Kootenay.
BIBLE BRIEF
The people were astonished at 
hln doctrine.—Matthew 7:28.
Even today the teaching of the 
groat Nnzareno seems revolution­
ary, 1 Not many of tis love our 
enemies, nor do good to them 
that wrong us,
SC ENE IN PASSING
BY “WAYFARER*!
leans toward the likelihood they1 panics coming closer'together,
“Maggie'' Smith has gone. But 
tot many long years tales will 
be told of Maggie and her forth­
right—and frequently forceful- 
language directed at anyone who 
Incurred her ire. It mattered not 
n bit to her who received ' the 
rough edge of her tongue, nnd 
many are the local citizens from 
all walks of life who came out 
vlitohly shaken from an encount­
er with the redoubtable "Mag' 
glo l But she will tie missed by 
many for she waa paft of tho 
local scone and was regarded 
with a mixture of apprehension 
und something akin to affection,
Anti - segregationists in Ala 
bama have objected to use of a 
school book dealing with black 
rabbits who inhabited a hutch 
with white rabbits! Carrying it 
only just a little deeper Into the 
realm of the ridiculous, it could 
mean the end, Ip Alabama, of a 
certain brand of Scotch whiskey, 
segregating black sheep from 
the flock, separation of black 
cats nnd dogs from white cots 
and dogs, and certainly It, will be 
the end of black and white check 
Crboard signs, Wonder what they 




From More Insects 
Closer to Harvest
14 days before picking apples or pears 
10 days before picking cherries
Flsons Diazinon ha#, been thoroughly 
field-tested right here in the Okanagan 
Valley on apples, pears, cherries, 
peaches, plums and strawberries. 
These tests have proven that Din/.i- 
non's wide spectrum and Jow cost per 
season make it an essential part of 
your spray program. Plan to Increase 
this year’s yield—and profit—with 
Fisons Diazinon, i










Coastal Good Will Tour 
Will Be Centred locally
kclowna, British Colombia Thursday, May 28, 1959 rase  3
FLO O D  P O T EN T IA L EXISTS
Hot Weather Spell O r Heavy Rain 
Could Accelerate Meltinq O f  Snow
Well-above average snowpacks | could accelerate the melt process 
exist in the Okanagan, Similka-! causing high peak flows, 
meen and upper and middle Co-j Warning to this effect was ls- 
clumbia drainage basins. sued in the snow survey bulletin
„  . ........... ! issued this week by the provincial
These snowpacks are at middle department of land and forests, 
and high' elevations th e . lower j year.s mid.May water con-
level snow having already made tents are much greater than those 
its contribution to strcamflow i measured in 1957 and 1958. In
during April.
A hot weather spell or heavy 
rainfall at snowpack elevations
Telephone Centre 
A t  Municipal Meet
those years, the month of May 
was warmer than usual causing 
early runoff.
The cool weather during the 
first half of May has had its ef­
fect on streamflow. Rivers and 
streams were flowing quite close
ual mqlt would eliminate the high 
water potentials, the report points 
out.
At the headwaters of Mission 
Creek, the water content is 23.2 
inches, compared with 17.7 over 
a ten-year average. McCulloch 
has a water content of 0.1, against 
0.8 over the last eight years, and 
Trout Creek 2.0 inches compared 
with 1,2 since records have been 
kept six years ago.
Mission Creek has an elevation 
of 6.000 feet; Trout Creek 4,700 
feet and McCulloch 4,200 feet. 
Melting temperatures at higher
SCANNING T1IE WIRE — A
quartette of Rutland Junior-Sen­
ior High school honor students 
got "inside dope” on the news 
Wednesday, when their teacher, 
MR. II. N. PATTON (Com-
V ER N 0 N  BRIEFS
mercel brought the four Grade 
12 girls to The Courier for a 
guided tour. (ABOVE! at rear, 
DOLORES BACII and THELMA 
SAPINSKY, and front, MARY- 
ANNA KIRSCHNER and MARI*
LYNN McINNES scan the Can­
adian Press world wide news 
service wire with the help of 
Courier wire editor NORMAN 
GOTRO. i Courier Photo—prints 
(available).
to average around May 1, but by j iovols on t|u> Columbia, Kootenav, 
mid-month they were below FraM i and North Thompson re- 
j average. Daily flows on major igions, could also cause flood po- 
A "telephone centre'* proposed i rivers are still well below peak j tcntials.
for the convenience of delegates I discharges of former years I ---- --------------------------------------
attending the twenty-second an-! In the Okanagan, the Mission 
nual convention of, the Canadian | Creek water basin is the only 
Federation of Mayors and Muni-|arca that 1S bkely to cause 
cipalities at North Bay May 31 to j  trouble. Water content at TVout 
June 3 may be emulated here in j Creek and at McCulloch is about 
September. I normal for thus time of year.
However, Mission Crocks water 
Aid. Arthur Jackson believes content js 30 pcr cent greater 
the plan, set up to "expedite” than the ten year average, 
telephone calling for the delegates pEAR p i QWS
A quick thaw of the heavy high­
er elevation snow could .cause 
high peak flows on those streams 
that have caused trouble in the 
past. On the other hand, a grad-
Kelowna will be the centre of 
a "goodwill tour" by members 
of the New Westminster board of 
trade, September 24.
About 30 members of the board 
will arrive here by rail on that 
day, and be present at a "no 
host" dinner at the Aquatic, with 
the Kelowna trade body.
Following that, the Royal City 
group will be driven on a tour 
by the Kelowna board, before 
moving on to Vernon.
The Kelowna board of trade 
has deemed the possible use of 
its secretary - manager, Fred 
Heatley as secretary of,the Com­
munity Chest campaign "com­
pletely unfeasible,”
Member C. E. R. Bazett told 
the board, however, "something 
could be worked out" with the 
Chest, during the annual cam­
paign for funds.
The executive has tabled until 
next week a decision to make 
representation when the provin­
cial cabinet sits in Salmon Arm, 
June 11.
The board will consider what 
topics, if any, it would like an 
interview on.
An attendance of about 25 per­
sons was reported at each 0!  
the three recent film showings ol 
‘.'Tourist Go Home."
The movie deals with the vital 
matter of treatment of our tour­
ists in some centres.
Most of those seeing the show 
were merchants, hotel and motel 
operators.
The award-winning film was 
co-sponsored by the trade board 
and Jaycee organization.
In response to a letter from 
OCTA headquarters, the board 
agreed to support any resolutions 




VERNON — City council here 
has considered a petition from 
property owners on the north side 
of Barnard Ave., between 34th 
and 25th Sts., to have the trees 
removed, the sidewalk widened, 
and more acceptable light stand­
ards' installed.
George Melvin supported the 
petition, and waited on council. 
He said the trees interfered with 
parking and street cleaning, ad­
ding the trees were “dirty and 
dangerous.” He also urged widen­
ing of the sidewalk and better 
lights.
Alderman Harold Down agreed 
If the trees were a hazard they 
should be removed. However, he 
called them beautiful trees, which 




could be of benefit to all visit­
ing delegates coming here for the 
annual September convention of 
the Union of British Columbia 
Municipalities. Such a service 
will be broached to the Okanagan 
Telephone Co.
A civic committee, investigat- 
annual soap box derby will be jng Ways and means of obtaining 
held Sunday, June 21 on 32nd St., a cjvic auditorium or a building 
as in the past. to replace the Empress theatre
The district engineer has prom-]for stage plays and concert pre- 
ised that the highway surface j sentations, has held several 
will be in good condition for that I meetings, but so far no conclu- 
day, however, council was told | sjon has been reached.
that it is hoped to hold the derby 
in future, on a weekday, and not 
on Sunday. -
Former NES Head 
Allan F . Bigland 
Dies In Hospital
A former supervisor at the lo- 
Mr. Melvin said Vernon merch-!ca  ̂ employment . office, Allan
ants felt trees outside their 
premises were a deterrent to 
business. Mr. Melvin is president 
of the Retail Merchants’ Associa­
tion. .
Mayor Frank Becker, while ad­
mitting Mr. Melvin's arguments 
held merit, said he liked to see 
the trees remain where possible.
The mayor said the city was 
thinking of planting trees with 
controlled growth. Mr. Melvin 
disagreed, stating the place for 
trees was in the residential 
nrens, and not in the business 
section.
Full cost of all petitioned items 
will be ascertained, and the prop­
erty owners involved will be 
contacted. ,
Mayor Frank Becker is anxious 
to know whether there are nny 
holders of the Victoria Cross re­
siding in the Okanagan or Koot­
enay valleys,
, If there are, they are asked to 
so notify Vernon city hall.
A special invitation will be sent 
to these individuals to greet Her 
Majesty the Queen when she 
visits Vernon July 11.
Special consideration w ill'be 
given to senior citizens grout's 
from Vernon and other communi­
ties, and to children,
A hint of n busy, time ahead for 
the second weekend in July was 
given Vernon Board of Trade this 
week by Mayor Frank Becker, 
who charged the trade board 
with 'the responsibility of accom­
modation for tourists and visitors,
Vernon Days'Will commence at 
the Same time ns the visit of 
Queen Elizabeth' and Prince 
Philip.
1 The inavor suggested, that Mc­
Donald Park he placed at the 
disposal of travellers with trail-
ers; V ' ' ' ' „
This was done last year for the
Fletcher Bigland passed away in 
the Kelowna General Hospital 
May 23. He was 63 years of age.
Mr. Bigland was born in Brad­
ford, England, and came to Can­
ada in 1911, residing in Edmon­
ton.
He returned to England to 
serve during the Second World 
War, returning to Edmonton at 
its conclusion. Mr, and Mrs. 
Bigland were married in' the 
prairie centre in 1925.
After living in Tofield, Alta,, 
for several years, they came to 
Kelowna in 1946.
Mr. Bigland was a member of 
St, Paul’s United Church, and 
active in St. George's Lodge, No. 
41, Kelowna A Fand AM.
Surviving are: his wife, Clara, 
in Kelowna: one son', Lome,' and 
a grandson in Kamloops; one 
sister in Edmonton, and an uncle, 
John Fletcher, Kelowna,
Funeral services wore held 
May 26, from Day’s Chapel of 
Remembrance, Rev. D, M, Par­
ley officiating,
Pallbearers were: A. E, Smith, 
C. R. Rurchard, M. B. O’Hara, 
Alex Haig, Robert McKlnstroy 
and Frank Griffin,
Interment was In the Kelowna 
cemetery, with Day’s Funeral 
Services' in charge of all arrange­
ments.
Aid. Arthur Jackson informed 
city council this week that the 
committee expected to come up 
with a suggestion shortly, but it 
would be placed before city coun­
cil before any part of it was 
made public.
Prompting the statement was 
a letter from the Kelowna Arts 
Council seeking the council’s 
policy. KAC deplored the fact 
that a city such as this now had 
no building suitable for the pur­
pose served by the Empress.
Tentative plans call for the old 
theatre to be converted into tem­
porary Bank of Montreal offices.
Ex-Kelownian 
Superintendent 
C N R  Division
KAMLOOPS — George F. Mid­
dleton, a Canadian National Rail­
ways operating official who spent 
several years in this area, has 
been appointed superintendent of 
the Edmonton division.
Mr. Middleton joined the CNR 
in 1925'as a fire ranger at Kel­
owna, became a brakeman at 
Kamloops the following year and 
was promoted to conductor on 
the Edmonton division in 1939.
In 1943, he was appointed yard 
master at Kamloops Junction and 
two years later advanced to as­
sistant superintendent at Smith- 
ers. He later served in this 
capacity at other western region 
points before being named super­
intendent of the Calgary division 
in 1952.
E. S. Barker, superintendent of 
the Dauphin division has been ap­
pointed to succeed Mr. Middleton 
at Calgary.
$655 And Costs 
Paid In April 
In City Court
RCMP monthly report to city 
council noted that during the 
month of April the revenue col­
lected in municipal cases and 
payable to the city was $655, plus 
$75 in costs.
S/Sgt. W. B. Irving, non-com­
missioned officer in charge of the 
Kelowna detachment, reported 
that two persons responsible for 
supplying liquor to students at­
tending a dance at the junior high 
school had been apprehended and 
sentenced.
During the month, there were 




1 City council has mellowed in re­
gard to its demands that certain 
signs in front of auto courts 
along the Vernon Road be moved, 
back.
! The offending signs violate a 
city bylaw in that they encroach 
on city-owned property that will 
, be used some day for a Side­
walk.
The owners of the offending 
| signs have asked council to allow 
' them to leave the signs until 
! such time as sidewalk construct­
ion will begin.
i Council, aware of the fact that 
' some of the signs cost a consider- 
! able amount to construct, and 
(moving them would be a costly 
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The Kelowna Sea Cadet Corps 
has again Won the Hudson's Bay 
Company trophy at the annual 
Okanagan - Mainline sea cadet 
sports day. The affair was held 
this year at Kamloops.
This is the third year in a row 
the Orchard City corps has won 
the competition, between Vernon, 
Kamloops, Penticton and local 
groups. '
A total of 28 points is possible 
in rifle shooting, tug-of-war, 
whaler pulling and a softball 
tournament. The RCSCC Gren- 
villo contingent took a total of 
24 points to win.
While in Kamloops, the cadets 
participated in an inspection and 
march-past find paraded to St. 
Paul’s Church for a service.
" I  Want To Live " 
Is Aw ard Winner
Susan Hayward’s portrayal as 
Barbara Graham in the picture 
"I Want To Live” won for her the 
1958 "oscar.”
The stellar performance by 
Miss Hayward can be seen for 
the rest of this week at the Boyd 
drive-in theatre, where "I want 
To Live" started a four-day run 
last night. The picture was ad­
judged . second best when the 
recent academy awards were 
handed down.
The picture tells the life story 
of Barbara Graham who was 
convicted as a murderer arid ex­
ecuted a decade ago. Most 
people, after watching the stel­
lar acting of Miss Hayward feel 
at the end of the movie, that 
Barbara Graham was unjustly 
condemned.
Three Trade Licences 
Approved By Council
Applications for trade licences 
from the following were approved 
by city council this week;
Mrs. Alice • E, Birney, 1810 
Vernon Road, 15 rooms for rent, 
having taken over the business 
of operating the Rainbow auto 
court.
Leo Bryan Roy, 3053 Pandosy 
St., agent for pre-fabricated 
homes, trading as Jumbo Enter­
prises.
Nuirah Anna Gregory, 1069 
Clement Ave., home handcraft 
(flowers).
AAA Aluminum Products, 
North Burnaby, installing alum­
inum awnings.
TRANSFERRED
Leading Aircraftsman Dave 
Claxton of Rutland has been 
transferred to 10 Ground Ob­
server C o r p s  Detachment, 
RCAF, Vancouver. Son of Mr. 
and Mrs. A. J. Claxton, Rut­
land, Dave attended Rutland 
Junior-Senior High School prior 
to enlisting in the RCAF in 
August, 1955. He took his basic 
training at St. Johns, Quc. and 
Clinton, Ont., before being 
transferred to RCAF Station 
Holbcrg, on Vancouver Island. 
He has been.trained as a fighter 
control operator and is now 
working with the volunteer 
members of the Ground Ob­
server Corps who report the 
movement? of aircraft in the 
interests of air defence and 
search and rescue.
SOLD TO PLEASANTVALE
First three readings to bylaw 
2083, authorizing sale of lots 1, 
2 and 3, plan 4317, to Pleasant- 
vale Homes Society for low cost 
multiple housing units, for the 
nominal sum of $1, were given 
by city council this week.
FR E E I
QUALITY TEST
l i v i n g  S o u n d
H E A R I N G  A I D S




1453 Ellis St„ Ph. rO  2-2987
TODAY •  Powerful story of faith and devotion




COLOR ky DC LUXI
I N G R I D
DOORS OPEN 7:30
One Complete Program 
only staring 8 p.m.
— PRICES —
Adults ....... ............ . 90c
Students _______ . . . .  60c
Children . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25c
B e r g m a n
Curt Jurgens 
Robert Donat
A FAMOUS PLAYERS 'THEATRE
PATROLMAN’S REPORT
In his monthly report to city 
council for the month of April, the 
night patrolman in the industrial 
area, G. K. Kristjanson said he 
had found 18 doors unlocked. On 
three of those occasions it was 
the Memorial Arena that had a 
door left open. , ■
Three gates to supply yards 
were found open during April as 
well as one window.
FLOWER PAINTER
Marin Miller, who died in Hali­
fax in 1875, was the first woman 
in Nova Scotia to become a pro­
fessional painter,
Wesfhank 4-H Organization 
Now  Has Membership O f 16
Wally Byfun Cnravnn,
>• WKSTBANK -  Four-H Clubs 
in the Okanagan are doing ex­
cellent work In training future 
farmers, and Westbank’s 4-11 
| Lamb Club Is no exception,
( Organized in Mnrch Under the 
idirection of Wyndhnm Lewis, the
Wcstbanlc club has 16 members, 
all.of whom) are receiving vain 
able instruction In animal has 
eltv nonrjbinary,; 1
 ̂ Within the last 10 day?
helically, and with three of Its 
members living la the Kelowna 
area, the Jane meeting will be 
held nt the home of Douglas 
Buekland, Okanagan Mission,
m<ire
Trailers, continued the mayor 
can also bo located In Liikeylew 
Park, and on the seven acres bey 
lug, developed by the
.tl'*! <l*<' KUlV<* !,lV ( than 300 boys and girls from 4-11,
1 Now .Vernon's mill rate for 1959'Clubs' from Penticton to Knm-' 
has been struck, nnd ae-j loops met at Pave Hope's dairy ■
gottatlons"settled, It is likely the farm at Armstrong for a regular; 
eity council will resume its week-j'4-11 field (lav, There, lambs,; 
lv open’sessiohs. isndtry, beef and dairy animals
’ For some time now, council has were entered according to class 
been holding open meetings every sand club’ members were taught 
alternate week, ’ ’ 1 important ' points In quality,
M o n d a y ,  however, Major-! judging and .«(» 'on. They also 
General Chris. Yokes will by In j  learned "to", Identify weeds and 
■■'Vernon > for bis final army In-other plant life, and named dis- 
Apectioa before his retirement so, I plays of farm tools and equip- 
1 If, there Is business to warrant I t ; meat, - ' ■
' ..council mav'meet iv|, Tuesday,! From such Instnietlon ' future
June
Two 'tegular summer events hi 
Vyuioa have been, confirmed by 
city council, which gave penal'’ 
non to “ 
permission
its' annual Flag Pay on July, 1
Veinon Lodge, BPO Kllks,, loops June 2D, 
d  to me Poison Park for' Westbnnk ,1,11
! farmer’) receive credits according 
do their knowledge, and these 
ci edits add to the total fqr the 
M’aj>on'’> piactical work. The next 
field day will lie held at Kara-
monthly at
Inpib club meets 
member's home
Council also, learned that the clnxiMng tiihso names ulpha-
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
Make This The Year to Visit Europe
You can travel to VIENNA and at no extra cost stop-over 
in England, Holland, Denmark, Belgium, France, 
Germany and Switzerland. Round-trip air fare from 
Vancouver nt only $787.60.
Ask about our Fly Now — Pay Later Plan 
Agents for major transportation companies, hotels, etc.
Kelowna Travel Service
People try it. . . . and they like it!
Wfi
255 Borpard Ave.
In Vernon 3101 31st Ave.
Phono PO 2-4745 




Kelowna P 0  2-4444 
R U D Y 'S  T A X I
Opposite the Post Office 
1485 Ellis St.
!l
i I t  I I I  l 1 \ \* A  V \  U» \  •  \
'Vitfor free homo delivery, phono: P O  2 -2 2 2 4
.  .........................................—  —  ....... I- — — --I r  -'t  -- --............ .......;.............  ' ..
ifli* idttMiitnuAl is oil pablUkid ir diplijetlf I In ll|iir  Cintril Bml it In iki ftttnaesl il BillittCoIiniii,
i '




f~'s- 'wrestling map\ *,■:> *
City is on theicific North West championship 
ibout tor Kelowna, Saturday, June 
So pleased was Vancouver. 6, 
wrestling promoter Clift Parker | The Orchard City's Jaycees, 
with the response to the last pro sponsors of the event, are over- 
wrestling card he staged here, j whelmed at the prospect, espec- 
last month, he has slated a Pa-ilally since their promotion o! the
bouts realized a crowd of 2,500, j the championship, 
compared with 700 in Penticton,
350 in Kamloops and 400odd in 
Vernon.
Even the wrestlers themselves 
were pleased with the Kelowna 
crowd, which was both enthus­
iastic and noisy. Pro wrestlers 
have never before tried to work 
circuit including the Okanagan
GEORGE INGL1S — SPORTS EDITOR
P O W ER  B O A T  TIM E A G A IN
PAGE 4 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THORS., MAY 28, 1858
It's that time again, when t Hutchinson, veteran owner- 
murmurs of Regatta, power 1 driver and frequent competitor 
boats and water skiers fill the I in past Regattas, is 
air. Above, Vancouver's Jim I ing along in his
seen bowl; 
135 cu. in.
hydro plane. This year’s water 
show does not plan to go in for 
the big inboards this year, but
will probably still have 225 s 
and 135’s, as well as outboards.
(Bob Carver Photo).
S PO R TLIG HT
That Time O f Year Again 
For Water Show Conflabs
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Snorts Editor)
It's that time of year again. '
The notice, clad in a centennial envelope, popped out on the 
desk, announcing a Regatta meeting Thursday night, and we 
knew that summer had really started, id spite of the weather. 
The first meeting of the year, held in February, was just a pre­
lim bout, with the real action starting tonight.
The largest blow that the 53-year-old show has suffered in its 
history was the recent news that its perennial chairman Mayor 
R. F. "Dick” Parkinson, had suffered an illness, recently. Mr. 
Regatta” has been at the helm of the annual splash so long that 
he has become equally as well-known as the show itself. A 
speedy recovery, Dick.
The genial chairman is not the only one who is recuperating, 
however. The show itself took a blow to the financial solar 
plexus last year, operating at considerably less profit than it 
has for some years, and this year’s operation will have to be 
watched and managed with extreme sagacity, unless we wish 
a repeat performance. . . . . . . . .  »
Last year’s problem, mainly, was the fact that the province 
was celebrating its Centennial year, with a host of attractions 
drawing people away, plus the fact that local enthusiasts had 
badly bent their entertainment budget the month before Re­
gatta, during the visit of Her Royal Highness, Princess 
Margaret.
This year it’s the Socreds’ mortage kick.
WHO KNOWS. MAYBE NEXT YEAR EVERY CITY IN THE 
VALLEY will be vying with the Regatta, as well as other attra­
ctions right in the city trying to muscle in on some of the gravy. 
This is one of the beautiful parts of free enterprise, and we 
wouldn’t be without it. The days when people come in droves 
to the Regatta because it is the only camparable entertainment 
within reach are long gone. _ _
What’s to do? Well, that’s something that has the directors 
going arond in a tizzy, and one of the things that, will be dis­
cussed tonight, no doubt. It’s a problem that is only going to 
be solved bv a direct frontal attack.
The answer, while it may involve a mile of talk and a ton 
of preparation and administration, seems to be as simple as 
this: give them something they'll want to see, and tell them 
about it. With the news media, being as all-embracing as they 
are today, it’s no longer'possible for ..an-advance man with an 
arm-full of gaudy posters, hand-full of tickets and r. jar of “Old' 
Colonel" to inveigle people to shell out for an unknown show.
Neither is it any longer as easy , as it used to be to snare 
the general-run-of-the-mill member of the populace with high- 
flown adjectives of the Roaring Twenties, such as magnificent, 
stupendous, colossal. People want to' know who says so, and 
why. ■ .> ■ -
The person, who convinces them is the one with the goods.
Champs' Flight 
Has Been Named
Casey s Hurling 
Wins For Cents
with any regularity, and this 
year’s bouts are In the nature of 
experiment.
TOP CARD
“We asked for a top-flight 
card," said a Jaycee spokesman, 
’and it looks like we will have 
it."
The first bout, not yet finalized, 
will be between two Seattle 
heavyweights, with the results 
not counting for the champion­
ship.
In the championship bouts, the
ANY THOUGHTS IN’ CONNECTION WITH THE QUALITY 
OF THE SHOW for this year, should be tempered by two 
questions, is this corner’s estimation, "What can we afford?" 
and "What can we produce?"
Now, here is where we get down to brass tacks. We have a 
limited budget in comparison with the Seattle Sea Fair, 
therefore, let’s not try to buy up their acts, emulate their speed 
boat races or otherwise ape .them. We can never be anything 
other then a pale imitation if we do.
In producing a low-budget show, all high and mighty ideas 
must be discarded, and, let’s face facts, we are about as low 
budget as you can get and still put on a show with all the appeal 
of the Regatta, Therefore, let’s concentrate on spending every 
penny ns wisely as possible, and still come up with something 
that’s desirable to attend,
The second question. "What can we produce?" should follow 
naturally here, since the nbility of Kelowna to produce has to 
be explored and plumbed to its very depths, For our part, wo 
figure we can produce plenty, with the right focus placed, on 
local talent, • ’
In our estimation, the frantic desire to produce a show 
approximating the quality of the Sea Fair has blinded us to the 
greatest condiment our show has to add zest to lt,s public 
nppenl — the local flavor, We have sufficient local talent on 
hand , to go a long way towards supplying the nucleus of nny 
1 show or oquatlc competition we care io put on, we only have 
to develop it.
. Let’s forget about the big-time aspects of promotion,
Lot’s continue to crawl until our legs get strong, ,
BUT LET’S NOT FORGET ABOUT PROMOTION ALTO­
GETHER, Let’s Just focus our promotion a mite more sharply, 
nlnv It more carefully, and lot it go more .briskly.
Let’s emphasize our natural charms, publicize them, and live 
up to them while the Regatta show 1r on, 
fho meeting? Yes, Wo’ll be there, after the hockey meeting.
The men have been separated 
from the boys in this year’s 
championship race at the Kel­
owna Coif and Country Club.
George B a r n e s ,  defending 
champ, has made the “top 16," 
of the championship flight, from 
whom the 1959 king of the course 
will be decided in match play.
All opponents in the initial 
round, are printed below, and, 
must play off their matches by;,,. 
June 7. Winners in the section 
matches play off, and third round 
matches are between winners of 
“A” and "B” — "C" and "D” .
In the fourth round, the two 
finalists play off for the chips.
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHTS
“A” section — George Burnes vs. 
Bob Taylor; Joe Milden- 
berger vs. A1 Anderson. 
“B” section — Tom Tomiyex vs. 
George D a f t ;  Harold 
Johnston vs. Trevor Pick­
ering.
“C" section —Don Day vs. Eric 
Loken; Bill Crookes vs. 
Ernie Butler.
"D” section — Moe Young vs. 
Geoffrey Farrel; Ron Gee 
vs. Bob Bailey."
FIRST FLIGHT
“A” section—Ray Powell vs
Alf Ruf; Bert Ansell vs. 
Chester Owen.
“B” section — Alfred Lucking vs. 
Fred Clark; Rex Lupton 
vs Terry Bennett 
”C" section —Dr. J. Si Camp­
bell vs. Mike Durban; 
Bill Mosdell vs. Crete 
Shirreff.
"D" section — Fred Kerfoot vs. 
Verne Ahrens: Mac Bea­
ton vs. Jack Trewhitt.
SECOND FLIGHT
"A” section —Bye; Fred Kitch 
vs. Carlo Porco.
‘‘B" section — Stan Matsuba vs. 
Frank Feist; Norm Mur*
’ ray vs. Don Clark.
"C” section — Ray Dolman vs. 
Dick Ball; Ron Bartz vs. 
Al Hickey. ■
"D” section —Miles Stanton vs. 
Dan Curell; Dr. John 
Bennett vs. Dr. Joe Prag.
The Centennials served notice 
last night that they are going to 
be a power to reckon with in this 
year’s softball picture, beating 
the Club 13 8-6 in King’s Park.
Norbert Korthals led the de­
fending champion Club 13 hit 
parade in the first game, slugging 
out a homer, as the champs 
totted up six runs, but they 
the
seventh, and added an insurance 
marker in the ninth.
Line Score
Centennials..........  211 010 201 8
Club 13  ..........  600 000 000 6 !
FIRST TIME
This will-be the first time tha 
this crown has ever been contest 
ed in an Interior city, and Parkei 
said he feels he can depend or 
plenty of top-flight talent to con­
test the championship in the 
future, providing the interest 
maintains its high level,
The Interior has never been 
considered us a good spot foi 
pro circuit wrestling, and the last 
time Kelowna tried wrestling, in 
1956, .the attendance was very 
poor. However, the advent of TV 
and regular wrestling bouts from 
Eastern Canada seems to hava 
picked up interest in the sport.
JAYCEES STARTLED
The Jaycees undertook the pro­
motion blind the last time, and 
were slightly startled with their
Williams Lake tough guy, Felix j singular success, but have ironed 
Kohnke, will take on Paul Vach-|out a lot of their problems re* 
on, a well-known Montrealer who; garding seating arrangements
has appeared on nationally tele­
vised bouts frequently, for one 
half of the semi-finals.
A burly Hamiltonian, George 
Scott, will take on colorful Charro 
Azteca, a Mexico City grappler, 
in the other semi-final bout, with 
1 the winners- of these matches
Discord Looms 
In Fight Plans
facing each other in the finals for
and other administrative details 
this time, and hope to make 
wrestling a regular monthly 
feature for the remainder of the 
summer.
"We are going to keep the 
calibre of competition high," said 
a Jaycee spokesman today, "and 
hope to sustain Interest."
vs. Bil Poelzer. j  couldn’t get back on  score
’C" section —Dave Kinney vs.,board again, as the Centennials j
Gordon S m i t h ;  Murry'whittled away at their lead and! NEW YORK (AP> — Under- 
Conklin vs. Bob Koenig, j finally passed them in the j the-surface discord between pro-|
‘D” section — Harry McCall vs. | seventh. moter Bill Rosensohn and Cusj
Blair Peters; T e r r y !  The Club’s hitters drew three;D’Amato erupted Wednesday and 
Scaife vs. Hugh Fitzpat-;straight walks and a couple of;threatened the Floyd Patterson-! 
rick. j hits off starting pitcher Ericjlngemar Johansson heavyweight! Sacramento




; Dennis Casey came in to tighten ; june 25.
I things up, and allowed only five j The 38-year-old promoter
FOURTH FLIGHT
"A” section—Bye; Win L. Johan-
son vs. Brian Weddel. jn the final eight innings. !cused D’Amato, Patterson’s man-
BM section—-Roy Chapman vs.f Martin Welder started the fi^^^-ager, of c a s t i n g  doubts on
whether the fight will be staged.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
W PCT GB
28 15 .651 8 
25
Stan Lettner; Orv Lavelllon the Club’s mound, giving away 
vs. George Northan. to Rod Gagnon in the sixth, with
the score 6-5 for the Club, but the 
Cent’s slid by the champs in the
"C” section — Gery Lipsett vs-. 
Cam Lipsett; Jake Run- 
zer vs. John Vincent. 
"D” section — Gerry Stewart vs. 
Bill Bennett; Len Snow- 
sell vs. George Hunter. 
Consolations will be arranged 
la te r..
Rosensohn said he would sue the 
manager if he pulls the champion 
out of the fight. * 
‘‘D’Amato called me yesterday 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS corning and said he was think- 
Chlcago — Jesse Bowdry, 175, ing of moving the fight from New 
St. Louis, outpointed Tony An-j York,” said the New York pro- 











19 19 .500 
21 22 .488
18 20 .474
19 22 .463 8 
17 24 .415 10 
15 23 .395 10&
Padres, who have 
to run second to 
surprising Solons
in the Pacific Coast League race, 
are beginning to make menacing 
noises as if they have decided 
to play for keeps.
| The Padres have won nine ef 
their last 11 starts, including 
I Wednesday night’s 6-2 romp over 
2AitSalt Lake City. They are only 
6I21 two and a half games behind the 
7 ;Solons now and the two teams 
71.2! lock horns in a four-Rame senes 
opening at Sacramento tonight.
The last time the lenders had 
at euch other the Padres won 
three of four games.
In other league action Wcdne«* 
day night, Portland Beavers shut 
out Seattle 1-0 and the Solons 
smashed Phoenix Giants 12-3.
Vancouvers game at Spokan* 
was postponed by rain.
LITTLE LEAG U E
Pitcher Drew Kitsch had a 
shut-out going until the ninth 
frame when Gary Edmunds belt­
ed out a homer to count Willow 
Inn’s only run as the Legion 
swamped them 17-1.
Tom Schramm. handled the j 
catching chores for Kitsch, with; 
Rea credited with the loss, even i 
though he left the game in the 




Legion ....... ............... 17 13 Oj
Willow I n n ....... ---------  1 4  2;
For really rugged-work clothes.  .  .  
head fo r the one-stop store where you 
can buy all your needs for mill. . .  farm 
. . .  orchard and garage...  .and all good 
brand names proven
on
O R K  C L O T H E S
FAST RELIEF FOR 1  9 °od value.
T IR ED  
F E E T
THIRD FLIGHT
A" section —Bye; Al Pyett vs. 
Curly Jessop.
Pete RCmpel; Tony Llvell 
Pete Rempel; ony Llvell
W O R K  JACKETS
In tough green whipcord or tw ill. . .  
complete range of sizes. From ........... 4 .9 5
Limp Red Caps 
Defeat Winfield
RUTLAND -  Playing In a drU* 
xling rain for half the time, Rut­
land defeated Winfield 17-11 In a 
game featured J>y a lot of errors, 
duo to the slippery ball, and wot | Rutland 
grounds,
The game was one that was 
postponed from Thursday last, 
dtie to rain, and the teams de­
cided to play It out regardless, 
and a void a second postponement
Elgnrd started on the mound 
for Winfield, but after Rutland 
scored five runs in 'th e  first In­
ning, with only one, away, he re­
tired In favor of Steve Dungato. 
who went the route for the rest of 
the game. /
Clement started for Rutland 
but made way for Horning In'the 
4th, when Winfield Hatters start­
ed to clout him hnrd.
It1 was not a pitcher's night, all 
the Imrier* having trouble with 
the wet baseball. Longest bit of
perfect evening, getting throe hits 
and a walk In his four trips to 
the plate, driving In four runs. 
Jim, Moorman was tho top bntter 
for Rutland, with three hits In 
four times at bat, The win puts 
Rutland back Into a tie for second 
plate with Kelowna,
Score by Innings
Winfield ............ 020 502 2:11
....... ..7 3 0  700 x:17
W O R K  SHIRTS
A varied collection of all piakes. A Q C
We favour G.W.G. sun tan or grey .................. H r  # J
W O R K  P AN TS
Heavy green whipcord, years of w ear...................... 4.98
Washable twill . . . smart, light, long-life............ .. 4.98
Sanforized Sun Tans .............................................. 3.98
G .W .G . BRANDS
Cowboy King Jeans, Bib Overalls, Sun Tan Pants, 
Carpenter’s Overalls 
ALB SIZES. . .  PRICES
W O R K  SOCKS
Stanfields . . . Royal Knit. 
Ybitr choice, Priced from ... 39c to 1.2 5
lh«t game was a triple to left by 
Holltzkl, of Winfield* who had a
Yanks Chucker 
Gets The Hare
NEW YORK (Al') -  Ralph 
Terry, ypung righthander ac­
quired from Kansas City Ath­
letics, will huye h o m e t b i  n g 
more than a rabbit's foot going 
for him when he pitches to­
night for New York Yankees, 
"The way we’re going , , . 
you know you’re with n tall end 
club now , , . you'll need some 
luck," manager Casey Stengel 
said when Terry reported Wed- 






up to 1.2 5
W ORK G 10 V ES
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Lap Splc, Oil Tan ..
10” Goodyear Welt — Oil tan 
upper, full leather sole. Neo­
prene oil proof R A  Q C  
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Dublin Defender Dropped 
From Br. Amateur Rounds
M m i J .
*  A LEX  MORRISON
SANDWICH. England <CP)- 
Davld Blair of Glasgow, a for­
mer British Walker Cup player, 
defeated defending champion Joe 
Carr of Dublin 2 and 1 today to 
enter the quarter-finals of the 
British men's amateur golf cham­
pionship.
Jack Nicklaus, 19 • year * old 
Walker Cup player became the 
first American to enter the quar­
ter-finals by defeating Juan Es- 
trado of Mexico, 5 and 4.
The best weather of the week 
prevailed over the Royal St. 
George's c o u r s e  where two 
rounds of eliminations today were 
scheduled to put the tournament 
In the semi-fjnals.
TOE BEST ROUND
Nicklaus shot the best round of
such excellent golf that galleries Dane Beman, U.S., defeated John 
have tabbed him ns the player,Bentley, England, 2 and 1; Bob! 
to beat for the title. Ridgley, 44,’Magee. US , defeated Normanj 
was runner-up to Scotland's -Reid- Isow, Erii'lnnd, 1 up, and Doug-j 
Jack in this event two years ago. (las Sewell, England, defeated 
In other fifth-round matches,!Angelo Croce, Italy, 2 and 1.
Chinooks Storm 
Not Blown Out
LETHBRIDGE. Alta, (CP), — | Chinooks had contended they 
The Southern Alberta Chinooks, were entitled to have a say in 
Canadian senior men’s basket-!who should be picked to the 
ball champions, Wednesday de-!team, both from their roster and 
cided not to relent in their bid j from across Canada, The CABA 
to have some say in the manner j would not accept this request, 
in which the Canadian represen- Chinooks contended they should 
golf of the murna ment in beating j tatives to the Pan - American be .given more information re- 
Estrado. He was three-under-par,Games are to be chosen. ,garding the financial arrange-
for the 14 holes he played. Pari Chinooks, in a wire from Cana-imenis involved. On this score as 
for the course is 35-36—71. dlan Amateur Basketball Associa-■ well they have drawn a blank.
The U S. qualified another ,tion secretary-treasurer Al Irwin In their reply to Irwin, the 
quarter-finalist when Bill Hynd-jof Montreal, were given until Chinook executive expressed the 
man, also a Walker Cup player,!Wednesday to take the CABA's hope the riff will not affect the| L, 
defeated Harold Ridclev of the i terms of organization or step'selection of Chinook players when: y< 
US 2 and 1. Iaside for another club. They!another Canadian team is picked, *
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Robin Roberts completed his 
comeback. But it’s already a 
long season for Philadelphia Phil­
lies’ righthanded veteran.
Roberts made a big comeback 
; last year when he won 17 games 
3 I for the last-place Phillies. He had 
j been a 20-game winner for six 
5tj consecutive seasons before be­
coming the National League’s 
biggest loser in 1958 and 1957. 
Now he's 2-4, clobbered once
lOlijmore by the home-run ball as he





EAST LONDON, South Africa 
(Reuters) — Arthur Saunders, 45, 
who represented South Africa in 
the .1954 Empire Games bowling^ Detroit 
tournament at Vancouver, was,..
M A J O R  LE A G U E  LEADERS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS j Pinson, Cincinnati 170 33 56 .329
Runs—Mathews. Milwaukee 40.
American League -Aaron 44.
killed in a traffic uccident near 
here Wednesday.
Saunders finished third at Van­
couver, after winning the South 




| Maris. Kansas C. 
Runnels, Boston 
Runs
AB R 11 Pet
128 16 48. 375i
158 21 53 .335; 
125 25 41 .323 i 
143 24 46 .322;
Sunshine Service
Runs batted in 
Hits—Aaron 72.
Doubles—Cimoli, St. Louis 19 
163 23 60 868: Triples—Pinson, Cincinnati and 
" ; Mathews 5.
Home runs—Mathews 15.
Stolen bases — Neal, Los An 
gelcs. 10.
Killebrew, Washington; pUchins-Face, Pittsburgh, 6-0 
35. ,1.000,
Runs batted in—Killebrew 36. i strikeouts—Drysdale, Los An- 
Ilits—Fox, 60. igeles 80.
Doubles — Williams, Kansas,------------------------------------------
City 15. j _ _
Triples—Runnels, Boston 4. | l l i c t a t i r a  M a n
Home runs—Killebrew 16. j IVICIII
Stolen bases — Aparicio, Chic-
NEW YORK (AP)—The inter-! After the opening game it ap- lost his third in a row Wednes 
zone Davis Cup tennis match be-jpe&rcd this might be the yearlday night 10-4 at Cincinnati. The 
tween winners of the European 
and American tournaments will 
be played in Philadelphia Aug.
17-9, it was announced today, 
j Both the European and Amer­
ican zones are still being con­
tested. Australia, which has had 
! a virtual monopoly on the trophy 
!.since the Second World War, is 
' challenging in the American zone, 
j The winner of the Philadelphia 
match must play India, eastern 
Izone winner, at Chestnut Hill, 
j.Mass., Aug. 14-16.
! The challenge round in which 
the United States will defend the
.eft side leadership throughout 
our backswing and downswing 
demands favoring this side in 
your starting lineup.
Many players trying to mas­
ter left side leadership have 
failed simply through not follow­
ing one of its rules. The left side . . .  , .
can't dominate the backswing ' title it won last year is scheduled 
and downswing unless it is-,for Forest Hills, N.Y., Aug. 28-30.
prices
Here’s an exceptional buy on 
-quality Goodyear •whitewalls 
even lor today! Recent ad­
vances in manufacturing give 
you more value for your tire 
dollar than ever before. Just 
a  year ago it would have 
been impossible for us tp 
offer a  whitewall o f this 
quality at such a low price.
g o o d / V e a r




*  Top quality—not “ sec 
onds” , not retreads.
*  Goodyear's most popular 
tread design—famous for
. superior traction and long 
1 : wear.
*  4 criss-crossed piles o f 
Goodyear’s famous 3-T 
cord—it’s triple tempered 
for ex tra  strength and 
resiliency.
*  Protective sculf rib keeps 
curb from sculling sidewall.
*  In popular sixes to lit most 
pre-1957 cars.










6- 0,  1.000.
Strikeouts—Wynn, Chicago 63. 
National League
AB R II Pci. 
Aaron, Milwaukee 167 33 72 .431 




VANCOUVER (CP) — Gordon 
Dickson of Hamilton, voted Can­
ada's outstanding athlete of 1958, 
is favored to retain his Canadian 
marathon title at the combined 
national marathon championship 
140 20 48 .3431 and Pan-American Games trial
favored in the starting position.
The accompanying illustration 
showes how the entire right 
side, with the exception of the 
right fingers gripping the club, 
remains at ease while the pro­
per muscles in the left side are 
extended and firm. The main 
pressure in holding the club 
also is-exerted by the left little 
fingers. This balance in the 
muscle tones of the right and 
left sides in the starting line-up 
determines the character of the 
whole swing.
It is impossible for any player 
to start with any slack in his 
left side and consistently pro­
duce the neeessry firmness in 
later stages of his swing. •
Establish this firmness first 
and the rest becomes easier.
Australia will meet Mexico at 
Mexico City July 17 - 19 in the 
North American zone semi-final, 
the winner playing Canada at 
Montreal July 24-26. The winner 
of those matches will play .against 
the South American champion at 
Montreal July 31-Aug. 2.
Tribe M ay Be Surprise, 
But They M ay Be More So
By Associated Press 
American League 
W
ey’s relief help for the last two 
outs. The Indians scored in the 
first on doubles by Ed FitzGerald 
L Pet. GBL amj Mirmie Minoso but were 
blanked the rest of the way on 
three hits.
Wynn, who gave way after a 
walk and FitzGerald’s second 
double in the ninth, is 21st on the 
all-time list of winners, four shy
405 8)’ nf Ted L-vons’3 26°- Wynn is tops 
2 j among active pitchers.














.459 6 Vi 
.476 6 
.436 7 Vi 
.421 8
W ED N ES D AY'S  STARS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Pitching — Camilo Pascual, 
Washington, held Baltimore hit- 
less for six innings, then col­
lected his first two-hitter in a 6-0 
victory.
Hitting Frank Robinson, Cin­
cinnati, hit a pair of home runs 
and drove in three runs in 10-4 
victory over Philadelphia.
166 38 55 .331
Kansas Crew 
Have Ailments
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Dick 
Tomanek, Kansas City Athletic 
pitcher, has joined outfielder 
Roger Maris on the disabled list 
and two other mainstays are 
nursing injuries.
Tomanek has been suffering 
from tendonitis in his pitching 
shodlder—he’s a lefthander—and 
will bo out for 30 days.
Maris, owner of 10 home runs 
and one of the A m e r i c a n  
League’s top 10 hitters, is re­
covering from an appendectomy. 
He’ll be out three weeks.
Bob Cerv, slugging leftfielder, 
has developed a bad bad case of 
water on the knee. Bob Grim, a 
regular starting pitcher, pulled 
an elbow muscle last . Friday 
night.
here Sunday.
Dickson, 26, won the 26 miles, 
385-yard event at Hamilton last 
year in two hours 21 minutes, one 
of the world's fastest times for 
the marathon. He was third in a 
recent marathon at Boston and 
fifth at the British Empire Games 
in Cardiff last year.
The event here will comprise 
five laps around 1,000-acre Stan­
ley Park.
Rose And Thistle Gals 
Meet In English Finals
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
1 Vancouver’s Jimmy McLarnin 
and Barney Ross put on the 
greatest of their stirring fights 
before a New York crowd of 31 
000 fans 24 years ago tonight, 
and Ross recaptured the welter­
weight title in a gruelling .15 
rounds, McLarnin had won the 
title from Young Corbett two 
years earlier, then lost it to 
Ross, won over Ross and, finally 
lost again.
woman's play was too much for 
her.
She lost the fourth, fifth and 
sixth holes and missed a short 
putt on the 15th when she had a 
chance to cut Miss Garvey’s lead
BASEBALL SCORES
ASCOT, England (CP) — Eliza­
beth Price of England and Belle 
McCorkindale of Scotland were 
all square today after the first 18 
holes of their 36-hole final for the 
British -women's amateur golf 
championship.
Miss Price was three holes 
down at the 15th but rallied to 
take the last three holes of the 
round.
Miss Price reached the final by 
overcoming f o r m e r  -champion 
Philomepa Garvey : of Ireland 1 
up in the semi-finals while Miss 
McCorkindale, 23-year-old Scot­
tish internationalist, d e f e a t e d 
Joan Fletcher of Australia 3 and I St, Louis 4 San Ffancisco 9
1. , .... .Pittsburgh 3 Millwaukee 4
Canada’s last entry, Rae Milli- Philadelphia 4 Cincinnati 10
aged to hold the A m e r i c a n  
League lead is a surprise, Imag­
ine where the Indians might be 
if they could shake loose from 
Chicago White Sox, the club they 
have a tough time beating, and 
Early Wynn, the guy they can't 
beat at all.
Half of Cleveland’s 14 defeats 
through the first quarter of the 
schedule have been from the sec­
ond-place White Sox. And three 
of those have been nailed by 
Wynn, who has won seven in a 
row from the Indians since they 
traded him away lVu years ago.
If the Indians could reverse 
that 3-7 season record against 
Chicago, they’d be orbiting 6V4 
games above the rest of the 
league. Instead, they are just a 
game, in front after Wynn (7-3) 
and the White Sox went to work 
again Wednesday for a 5-1 vic­
tory.
Baltimore, the ;only other club 
with an edge (3-2) over Cleve­
land this year, missed a chance 
to close in when Washington’s 
Camilo Pascual beat the third- 
place Orioles 6-0 with a two- 
hitter.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
American League
Boston 2 New York 3 
Cleveland 1 Chicago 5 
Detroit at Kansas City ppd 
Washington 6 Baltimore 0 
National League
gan of Calgary, was eliminated 3 
and 2 in a quarter-final match by 
Miss Garvey. The Prairie school­
teacher took ail early lead, but 
then she ‘‘lost confidence,” as she 
put it, and the veteran Irish
Chicago 1 Los Angeles 4 
Pacific Coast League 
Salt Lake City 2 San Diego 6 
Phoenix 3 Sacramento 12 
Vancouver at Spokane ppd, rain 
Seattle 0. Portland 1
A N N U A L  IN L A N D  REPORT
B.C. Shooters For The
The White Sox, who had lost 
three in a row, put it away with 
eight hits against Gary Bell (4-3). 
Two were homers, one a solo 
smash by Sher'm Lollar'and the 
other a one-on shot by Earl Tor- 
geson in a clinching three-run 
sixth inning.
Pascual gained his first two-hit­
ter after holding the Orioles hit­
less until Gene Woodling and Al 
bie Pearson s i n g 1 e d in the 
seventh. A double nlay preserved 
the righthander’s fifth . major 
league shutout and fourth victory 
in eight decisions this season. 
Harmon Killebrew upped his ma­
jor league-leading home run total 
to 16 with a three-run blast in the 
first inning against loser Arnie 
Portocarrero (0-4).
The Yankees were hitless until 
the fifth, when Andey Carey 
socked a home run against loser 
Ike Delock (5-2). Bill Skowron hit 
a two-run homer in the seventh 
for the winning margin as Boston 
broke through Duke Maas’s two- 
hit shutout bid on Pete Runnels’s 
two-run homer in the ninth. Re­
liever Ryne Duren saved it for
club he had held hitless for fivo 
Innings on opening day chased 
him within four innings with 
eight hits, three of them homers, 
and six runs.
Gr a v e s  k e e p  lea d
That victory hoisted the Reds 
into a fifth-place tie with Chicago 
Cubs, beaten 4-1 by Los Angeles 
Dodgers. The first - place Mil* 
waukee Braves retained a, three- 
game lead by beating Pittsburgh 
Pirates 4-3 after San Francisco’s 
second-place Giants peppered St. 
Louis Cardinals 9-4.
Vada Pinson, Frank Robinson 
and Ed Bailey hit homers off 
Roberts. Robinson added another 
off reliefer Fernando Rodrigues 
as the Reds collected 14 hits 
from four Phil pitchers. Boh 
jPurkey (5-5) was the winner al­
though gtvlng up 10 hits.
The Pirates, blanked over I f  
Innings as Harvey Haddlx lost 
that heartbreaker to the Braves 
Tuesday night, finally ended 
their shutout slump at 21 innings 
with three unearned runs off 
winner Warren Spahn with two 
out in the ninth. Ed Mathews* 
15th homer gave the Braves a 3-0 
lead in the fifth against loser 
Vem Law (4-2).
DRYSDALE WINS
A pinch single by Duke Snider 
scored the w i n n e r  for Los 
Angeles in a two - run fourth 
against loser Glen Hobbie (5-4). 
Don Drysdale (5-4) won it with 
an 11-strikeout five-hitter, losing 
a shutout when Ernie Banks 
hit his 11th home run in th t 
sixth.
Orlando Cepeda, Willie Mays 
and Andre Rodgers homered for 
the Giants as Johnny Antonelli 
won his sixth with Al Worth­
ington’s two-hit, shutout relief 
over the last four innings. Stan 
Musial and Lee Tate homered 
for the Cards. Gary Blaylock 
,(2-2) lost it.
YANKS TAKE SQUEAKER I “ “  ^  Wh°
Last-place New York squeezed ------- — —;——— ------- :-------- —
past Boston 3-2 in the other game. HELPING OUT
Detroit was rained out at Kansas
City. . -WIDCOMBE; England (CP)—
Wynn, 39-year-old righthander. The Anglican vicar of this Devon
closed in on the top-20 group of 
all-time winners with his 256th 
victory, but needed Genry Stal-
community, Rev. Jack Armes.de 
livered milk when the local dairy­
man was ill.
TOU CAN ORDER
P H O T O  PRINTS 
o f News Pictures
PUBLISHED IN
The Daily Courier
Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album. .
Large Glossy 6V4 x Sft 
Only 31.00
No Phone Orders Pleas* 
Order at the Business Offica
The Daily Courier
H i - s / q n  f o r ^ ^ a b a  H fs  P i l s e n e r . . . . . . . . . .
The annual shoot of the B,C. 
Inland Rifle Association took 
place on the Penticton Rifle 
Range during the recent holiday 
weekend. There was a • good at­
tendance numbering about 60, 
competitors coming from Prince 
George, New Westminster, Van­
couver, ns well as Okanagan 
points.
The ranges of 200, 300, 500 and 
600 yards were shot over, all 
shoots being of two sighting 
shots and ten shots to count- 
highest possible score 50 points, 
Ties for trophies were shot off 
on the basis of one slghter and 
five shots to count—H.P.S. 25, 
Conditions for high scoring were 
very fnvornblo the first day, but 
on the second day a light rain 
fell in the morning.
A fenture of the two day shoot 
was the high scoring of tyros and 
endets; or Juniors, those under 
19, who outshot many veterans in 
the different events,,
In the prize lists tyros who shot 
out of their class are noted by T,, 
and cadets and Juniors by C, On 
Sunday the ranges, of 200; 300 and 
600 were shot over, and on Mon­
day the ranges of 2()0, 500 and 000 
were shot to count for the “All 
Comers? Aggregate.
The "Grand'Aggregate'?. Includ­
ed • the “All Comers" plus the 
Sunday shoot, which was won by 
Cpi, Gunnar Westllng, of New 
Westminster. The various team 
matches were shot concurrently, 
tho scores of the team members 
governing,
MATCH No. 1 
10 shots s( 200 yards,
'Trophy; Prtra-F.lliaon Cup
E, Work 49, H, Palmer 41), W. 
Llghtburn 40, A. Skinner, T 49, 
i R, Lake 48, O, Westling 48, Y. 
| Elllngson 48, I, McWaRors 48, .1, 
! Crane 48, It, Weeks 48, G, Furqu- 
djarson 47, G. Gellatly 47. ,
Tyron
1 P, Lemon, C 47, C, Jonas 47, C, 
! Bolton C, 47, I, Mhthlokon 47i 
Catlett ' \ '
It. Jettison 40, It, Henry 111, M, 
, Lemon 40,
MATCH No, 2 10 shots, 300 yds,
No trophy, S, .Spoon 
G. Westllng 50. R I.nke 40,' W 
Johnson 48, W, Llghtburn 48, M 
Trousdale 48, P, l emon C 17, I 
I MeWattOrs 47, O. Bolton 1‘, 47 H 
t Palmer, 47, l), Lnmbe 47, U
Henry C 47, R. Weeks 47.
Tyros
W. Lnmbe 47, J. Irvine 46, M. 
Lemon C 46, B. Shackelly C, 46, 
Cadets
V, Clarke 43, W. Basil 42, R. 
Jelllson 41.
MATCH No. 3 10 shots, 600 yards 
Comlnoo Cup
G. Farquhnrson 49, R. Trous­
dale 4!), G, IJunsdon 48, L, Swift 
48, A. Upton, T, 48, W. Lumbe T, 
,48, Y, Elllngson 47, J, Vecquerny
47, Mrs. Lemon 47, W. Kayne 47, 
J. Cramer 46, S. Lee 46.
Tyros
W. Basil C 45, C. Bolton C 44, P, 
Lemon C 44, R. Henry C 43, 
Cadets
M, Lemon 41, P, Clarke 41-, R, 
Jelllson 36. " .
MATCH No. 4 10 shots, 200 yds. 
Fish I.nke and Sutnmcrland Cup
G, Westllng 49, It, .■Trousdale
48, W, Kayne 48, C. Magel T 48, 
E. Work 48, II. Palmer 48, G, 
Gellatly 4fl, W. Basil C 47. It, 
Crnstoi!' 47, J. Couper T 47, J', 
Vecqumiy 47, C. Bolton C 47, 
Tyros,;
B, Stewart 40, P, Lemon C 41, 
R., Jelllson C 41, A. Upton 44. !
Cadets ,. . I
M, Lemon 43, R, Henry 41, B.j 
Shackelly 39, ’
MATCH No. 5 500 yds,
McPherson Memorial (’up 
F, Wrehoren 50, K, Work 49, G, 
Gellatly 49, ,J, Veequernv 48, G, 
Westllng 48,, l), Magel T, ,48, Y. 
.Ellington 48, W, Cousins 48, R, 
Henry C 48, M, Vngler 48, P, 
Lemon C 48, W, Basil C 48, ,
Tyrone
H, Stewart 47, I), Lnmbe 46, H, 
QnUmky .46, E, Amos 46,
Cadets ,
M, Lcinon .45, P. Clhrke 41, C, 
Bolton 44,
MATCH No, 600 ynrda 
City of Kamloops Cup
W,.( Hnbertson 48, 0, 'Westllng 
48, W, Lambe, ' T, 48, J, Light- 
burn ,4R, J, Cromer 48, !L Eras- 
ter 48, ,11, Palmer 48, J, Veequ* 
i only 47, W, Kayne 47, M, Voglyr 
47,,!, Swift 46. H, Gnltnsky t ,  '46,
! Tyron
F. Ai.Meti 15, P Clarke C 45. 
J, Ir,vine 44, A, Skinner 41. 11 
Ca lels . ' ,
c M 'uii It, It. II ary 19, 
.Utmost 43., ■ .,
ALL l'L, IliKS AGULGil.y; R
Monday 18th May I
Ranges 200, 500 and 600 yds.
UPS. 150
G, AVcstling 145, J. Vecqucray 
142, W. Kayne 142, J. Cramer 141, 
H. Palmer 141, M. Vogler l41, F. 
Vercherc 141, W. Cousins 139, E, 
Work 139, W. Lightburn 138, G, 
Farquharson 138, S. Lee 138, W. 
Robertson* 137, Y. Elllngson 137, 
Dr. Lemon 137, C. Piers 137, R. 
Trousdale 137, L, Swift 135, P. 
Lemon C, 135, B, Stewart T 135. 
Tyros ,
C. Magel, Tyro Tr, 138, IT. Gal- 
Inskl 134, C, Boltort C 134, W. 
Basil C, 134, W. Lnmbe 133, A, 
Skinner, 132, R, Henry C 132, A, 
Upton 131,
Cadets
M, .Lemon 129, P, Clarke *125, 
B. Shackelly 118,
GRAND AGGREGATE 
Totnl scores of nil, ranges, UPS 























Tyro Tr, LI 133
Princcf George, RMR’s 
Kamloops RMR’s 
H.Q,, B.C. Area 
Vernon, BCD’s 
H.Q. B.C. Area 
MATCH No. 8
Summerland Shield 8-man team





City of Kamloops Challenge Cup
Coached Team Match. One team 
to represent the const,, and one 
to represent the Interior. 8-man 
teams. Range 600 yards.
Coast Tenm , 369
Interior Tenm 364
MATCH No. 10 
William Louie Trophy and 
4 spoons
4-man team at 000 yards
RMR's, Prince George 184
II,Q, B.C. Aren 162
Total H.Q. B.C, Aren 178
U.A, RMR's Kamloops 177
2871 Sea forth II, of Canada,
281 Vancouver 175
281 Vernon BCD’s 174
280 H.Q, B.C. Area 104
279 OVER 00 Competition HPS 300 
279 E. Work , 273
270 W. Grcfn 230
277 OVER 70 Competition 
277 W. Grech 236
277 SENIOR-JUNIOR Competition 
277 (Senior with Junior trainee)
275 Lt. Col. G. D. Johnson Trophy 
; I \ HPS 300 cnch
274 Dr, Lemon ■ : 275
E, Work 131 139 ' 273 P, Lemon 1 273
L, Swift 138 135 273: . ----- 548
I\ Lemon C 138 135 , 2731(1, Fnrquhnrson 279
W, Cousins 133 139 272 W, Hnsll 1 203
I . , McWftttoi s 138 , 131 272, -~r— ■ '642
C. Bolton C 138 13) ' ' 372 J. Vecquerny 277 ,
Y, Loinon HO 132 272 P, Clarke : 253
A, Union T 139 131 270, ■ ----- 530
M; Vngler 128 141 269, PARENT-OFFSPRING
TYROS ■ ■ Competition, Highest combined
R, Henry C 136 132 268: neorr In Gr. As*. •
C, Magel 123 , 138 ,0(10 Lt. Col, J. A, McGowan Trophy
It, GnUpskl 1 132' ' 131 266 W, Cousins 272 ,
A; Skilihor .132 132 ■ 294 Y. Elllngson . ■ La 277 >
W. Ham! C * l'.O Lit o(Vb 1 ^ 549
M, Lenvm C 133 1 129 262 Or Lemon , ■ 275 \
CADETS P, Lemon i , 273 V ,
,P. . Clarke ,r:3 P'» 233 ' 1 ----- 548
B, Shimk.Hv... in 11,8 20 !,"'mon 272
1;„ ,Lqr-an ' u .i1 11 2.15 Lemon 262
M*. ITfl .’-Li, 7 l i ' - 534
*' o j Cim M l . . 1 • *,'Y RIFLE ANY SIGHT
tv, ;u Ir.i > ( rmipcUtlon~-No competition.
F O R M !
The Hl iign makci it clear you want real 
pilsener beer, ta b s  it's is brewed light to Canadian 
taste from the authentic recipe of the master 
brewers of Pilscn using the finest strain of fresh 
European pilsener yeast. Ask for LabaU's today.
Jm h o m d t liw y :
P O  2 - 2 2 2 4
■jWf
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ALICE WINSBY. Women’s Editor
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MR. AND MRS. BRUCE CATCHPOLE
Groom Journey 
For Ceremony
The wedding of Elizabeth Bar-j blue satin. It was designed I ried. cascade bouquets of rust 
bara Ann Cameron and Frede- a scooped neckline, three-quart- c0i0red chrysanthemums and ivy. 
rick Bruce Catchpole took place! er length sleeves, a flared skirt| . -n,„' ™Mn*inn urne Violri in thf
in St. Giles Presbyterian Church land a satin cummerbund.
Ottawa. { A  matching satin headdress
I held her elbow-length veil of 
The bride is the daughter of tulle illusion. Her cascade bou-
MR. AND MRS. R. E. HAWTHORNE
. . . . Paul Ponich Photo
Hawthorne-Gagnon Vow s Spoken 
In Charming Morning Nuptials
Dr. Hugh MacLarcn Cameron 
and Mrs. Cameron, of Ottawa, 
and Mr. Catchpole is the son of 
Archdeacon Desmond S. Catch­
pole and Mrs. Catchpole, of Kel­
owna.
; Rev. Dr. J. Logan-Vencta of­
ficiated at the ceremony. Mrs. 
Angus Orr was the organist and 
Mrs. George Mcllwain was solo­
ist.
Dr. Cameron gave his daugh­
ter in marriage and she was .at­
tended by Miss Shirley Gillespie, | 
as maid of honor and Miss Mar-; 
jorie Catchpole.. sister of the ! 
bridegroom, bridesmaid. ;
Desniond Clements, of St. | 
Catharines, was best man, andi 
the ushers were John Cameron,; 
of Kingston, brother of the bride 
Robert Nicholls and Keith Munro 
both of Montreal, and John David 
Finch, of Niagara Falls, cousin 
of the bride.
For her wedding, the bride 
wore a waltz-length gown of 
white Guipure lace over silver-
quet was of Hibberd roses, lily 
of the valley and ivy.
Her attendants wore waltz- 
length dresses of satin brocade 
styled with high necklines, three- 
quarter length sleeves and flar­
ed skirts with floating back 
panels. Their headdresses were 
of matching bows. The maid of 
honor’s gown was in .bronze- 
champagne shade and the brides­
maid’s was pale green. Both car-
The reception was held in the 
Belvedere Room of the Beacon 
Arms where the toast to the bride 
was proposed by Andrew Hamil­
ton, of Montreal.
Later Mr. and Mrs. Catchpole 
left for a honeymoon in the Adir- 
ondacks. They will reside in Mon­
treal at 3261 Forest Hill avenue.
Going away, the bride wore a 
heliotrope blue suit designed with 
bloused jacket and slim skirt, a 
beige handbag and shoes and a 
bandeau of shaded pink flowers
HITHER AND YONPlans
Are Announced 
;l For July Bride
! Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Alina,..... ( L.ausanne, owiucnanu ucai 
j  wish to announce the engagement! week after a two week stay. Mrs 
| of their younger daughter, Gina Unwin_simson journeyed to Tor 
Antonia, to Mr. Robert Albert |onto j0;n her daughter upon 
Jensen, only son of Mr. and Mrs. 'arrjVai, and spent several weeks
T? Tnncnn nf Prinrn Rlinort. * - n. __
Bright toned tulips were re­
flected in the’ glow of tall tapers 
at the altar of the Church of the 
Immaculate Conception, with 
baskets of pink and white roses 
banked at the sides, and lily of 
the valley nosegays marking al­
ternate pews, for the nuptials of 
Reba Eileen Gagnon and Ronald 
Edwin Hawthorne.
Double ring rites were perfor­
med by Rev. Father P. McCarthy 
for the younger daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Abel Gagnon and the 
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Felix 
Hawthorne in a charming morn­
ing ceremony,
Mr. Gagnon gave his daughter 
in marriage. Carrying a grace
MR. AND MRS. ERNESTO COMAZZETTO
. . . Arthtc Studio, Kamloops
Kelowna Interest 
n Kamloops Rites
VISITING . . .  her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. D. C. Unwin-Simson 
at present is Mrs. Norman 
,i Forbes, who leaves for her home 
imonti|jn au S tzerl d next
A corsage bouquet of pink roses0fui semi-crescent bouquet of 
completed her ensemble..
OKANAGAN MISSION
R. Jense  of ri ce upert.
The wedding will take place on 
Saturday, July 25 at 10:30 a.m. 
in the Church of the Immaculate 
Conception with Rev. Father P. 
McCarthy officiating.
OKANAGAN MISSION — An 
interesting ceremony took place 
in the Scout Hall on Tuesday, 
when five new Brownies were 
enrolled by Brown Owl, Mrs. J. 
Bruce Smith. The girls were Deb­
bie Fry, Elizabeth Knox, Sharon 
Boulton, Stephanie Smith and 
Ann Kerr. Assisting were Tawny 
Owl Mrs. C. H. Harris, and Grey 
Owl Mrs. G. Tod. Mothers of the 
girls attended, and were served 
, ten.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Stubbs and 
Henry spent a recent holiday nt 
Wenatchee, Grand Coulee and 
Spokane. The highlight of the trip 
was the "open house" nt the 
Fairchild Air Base outside S|x>- 
kanc when they had the oppor­
tunity of seeing some of the huge 
jets.
Guests ■ registered at the Eldor­
ado Arms Hotel are Mr. and Mrs. 
Arnold F. MeAlpInc, Vancouver; 
Mr. E. D, Thwultes, Qunllcum; 
Mr. and Mrs. W, S, Owen, Van­
couver, Mr, and Mth, John C, 
Farris, Vancouver: Mr. J. A. V. 
Cade, Williams Lake; Judge and 
Mrs, G. Lindsay, Vernon; Mr. 
and Mrs. It. L. Cunningham and 
family, Vancouver; Mr. E, Mer­
edith, Vancouver,
The wind-up hiko for the Brow 
nles will take place next Tuesday 
Juno 2. Brownies should wear 
clothes suitable for hiking,
, Mr, and Mrs. T. B, Upton hnvo 
returned , homo from a trip to the 
Cariboo. They went ns far ns 
Fort 8t. James nnd saw, what 
remains of the Hudson Bny Fort 
there. 1
, Miss 11, M. Duke was u hostess 
at two ‘‘plant exchange" teas 
Inst week. All present brought a 
plant; the name of which was 
placed in n jar, and then drawn 
for. This scents a satisfactory 
, nnd novel Idea for obtaining new 
plants.
Mrs. John Lamont has re* 
turrted homo after some time 
spent in Ottawa vMth'U her par­
ent*. Mrs, lamont stayed nt 
Lake Slfncoe oil the way home, 
flevv on to Vancouver to attend 
the graduation ceremonies at 
UllC. when Enin and Gwcndy 
laimont received their degrees. 
Mr. Eamont drove to Vancouver 
, , for the graduation, 0 Wendy 1-u- 
mont is nt present staying with 
her parents here.
WINFIELD
WINFIELD — Ron Page divl 
siorial manager of the Indepen­
dent Order of Foresters is at pre­
sent in Winfield. He is here to 
conduct a membership drive for 
Court 203 of the Order.
The sympathy of the district 
goes out to Mrs. A, Seltenrich 
who has journeyed to Loreburn, 
Sask. to attend the funeral of 
her brother Donnld French, who 
wns killed in a motor nccldent 
early Sunday morning in Lore- 
burn,
SALLY'S SALLIES
< | 1 if
•Tm back, Boss, for my old 
Job. Ths honeymoon was * 
success, but h o u se w o rk — 
awful!”
in the Eastern city before travel­
ling home.
LEAVING . . . for Regina to­
morrow to attend a lay confer­
ence of the Luthern Church is 
Carl Schmok, who will return 
home Tuesday.
GUESTS . . . at the home of 
Mr, and Mrs. H. M. Trueman arc 
the latter’s nephew, Mr. K. A, 
McGregor and Mrs. McGregor of 
Vancouver.
THE SPRING . . . Conference 
of Div. 5 Pacific Northwest Ki- 
wanis District held at Tonasket, 
Wash., at the weekend was at­
tended by Mr, nnd Mrs. Frank 
Griffith, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. 
Greenaway, and Mr. and Mrs, 
Percy Perkins.
FORMER RESIDENTS . . . 
Mr. nnd Mrs. E. T. Rabonc paid 
a brief visit to town this week, 
when they renewed former 
nquaintanccshlps.
SPENDING . . . a month with 
Mr. and Mrs, Michael Hawkins 
nnd family, nre Mrs. Hnwkln’s 
pnrents, Mr. nnd Mrs. William 
Brett of Canterbury, England,
FROM MICHIGAN . . . nre 
Mrs,' Sarah McKinney of Albion, 
and Mr, Nelson of Marshall, who 
nre spending two weeks with 
their brothbr-ln-lnw and sister, 
Mr. nnd Mrs. Donnld McPhce. 
Mr, McPheo had not seen his 
brothor-ln-lnw nnd sister-in-law 
for 52 years prior to the visit,
• ENROUTE EAST . . .  are Al- 
dermnn and Mrs. Arthur Jnck- 
son who will Journey to North 
Bny, Out. where Mr. Jackson, 
who Is a director, will attend the 
meeting of the Cnnndinp Munlcl 
pnlltles Association,, After a 
week's holiday In Montreal, the 
Jacksons will journey to Winnt 
peg for the annual convention 
ot the Great West Life Associa­
tion.
white gladioli tinged with mauve, 
and centred with two pale mauve 
orchids, thg bride was exquisite 
in a fulT-skirited gown of white 
organza brocade.
Styled with a lace-edged Ital­
ian capelet molded bodice with 
dropped waistline, joined a panel 
fronted skirt, slightly entrain. Her 
three-quarter illusion veil was 
secured with fine ruching to a 
heart-shaped flat cap. Dainty 
lily-point gloves of matching 
material finished her ensemble 
Matron of honor was Mrs 
David Bruce of New Westmin 
ster, the bride’s sister. Her bil­
lowing ballerina 'length gown of 
roynl blue sateen was styled 
with three quarter length sleev­
es and scoop neckline, finished 
with a wide cumberbund. She 
carried a semi-crescent bouquet 
of light pink Esther Reed dais­
ies. Her pert pctalled bandeau 
and accessories were white.
Little Susan Sperling, cousin of 
the bride, wore a miniature mo­
del in light blue, and carried a 
nosegay of deep pink Esther Reed 
daisies.
The groom's uncle, Fran Klein- 
hans of Visalia, Calif., was 
groomsman, Guests were usher­
ed by James Hawthorne and 
Donnld Shaw. Soloist Mrs. Regin­
ald Martin sang “On This Day 0 
Beautiful Mother", "Consecra­
tion to the Sacred Heart” , "Veni 
Jesu” , and “Ave Maria” . Mrs.! 
Edwin Lansdowne was organist 
and accompanist.
A wedding breakfast for 130 
guests, was held at the Canadian 
Legion, where David Bruce pro­
posed the bridal toast. Tiny love­
birds and wedding bands topped 
the three-tiered wedding cake 
which was surrounded by white 
tulle in which tiny pink roses 
nestled.
For her daughter’s wedding 
Mrs. Gagnon chose a beige' lin­
en ensemble of sheath and jac­
ket. Her accessories were white 
and avacado, and she wore, a 
yellow rose corsage. The mother 
of the groom wore a two-piece 
model in grey and white floral, 
accessorized with white. Her cor­
sage was of pink roses.
Serviteurs were the Misses 
Kathleen Anderson, Marie Gag­
non, Nola Nash, Donna Saunders, 
Winkie Buckholtz, Stella Corn- 
berger, and Nancy Gill.
For the honeymoon motor jour­
ney to the Oregon coast for a 
week, the bride . changed to a 
beige linen sheath with beige 
and white gingham jacket, acces­
sorized with white, and wore a 
mauve orchid corsage. The nevv- 
j lv wedded pair will reside in 
I'j Kelowna upon their return.
Guests who travelled here for 
the occasion included Mr. and 
Mrs. F. Hftwthornc and family, 
rmurn, Wash., Mrs. Zeta Klein- 
Jidrfs and Fran Kleinhans, Visa- 
lia\ Calif., Mr. and Mrs. James 
Bqdinc, Cayucos, Calif., Mr. and 
Mrs. D. S. Bruce, New Westmin­
ster, Mrs, Anthony Selzcr, Ques-
Miss Marie Gagnon, Raymond 
Gagnon, Hope, Robert Arm­
strong, Yale, Denis Large, Okan­
agan Landing, and Miss Jane 
Winkler, Edmonton. _ _ _ _ _ _
Sacred Heart Cathedral in 
Kamloops was the setting for a 
pretty high noon ceremony this 
month, when Marita Favali of 
Kelowna became the bride of 
Ernesto Commazzetto.
Rev. Father J. A. McIntyre per­
formed the ceremony for the 
daughter of Mrs. Favali of Kel­
owna, and the late Oreste Favali, 
and the son of Mr. and Mrs. Em­
ilio Comazzetto of Caerono, Italy.
Ronald Bregoliss, as soloist, 
sang “O Sacred Heart” , “On 
[This Day” and "Ave Maria” .
| Mrs. Thomas Koch was organist 
and accompanist.
Fred Lenzi of West Summer- 
land gave his niece in marriage.
The bridal gown was fashioned 
of French lace posed over slip­
per satin, cut on fitted princess 
lines with deep V decollette and 
lily point sleeves.
Her full chapel veil was held 
by a tiara headdress of pearls, 
and she carried a bouquet of 
deep red roses with trailing rib­
bons caught with tiny rosebuds.;
Mrs. Robert Comazzetto, cou­
sin of the bride, was matron of 
honor. Her princess gown was 
styled ,of blue taffeta brocade in 
ballerina length. Her headdress 
was a tailored standing bow to 
match her gown, and she car­
ried a bouquet of pink carna­
tions.
Robert Comazzetto was best-, 
man, and ushers were Frank 
Favali and Harry Maralia.
A reception was. held, follow­
ing the ceremony at thp .home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Favali, 
1799 Knollwood Crescent, Aldo 
Romanin proposed the toast to 
the bride.
Mrs. Favali chose a gown of 
black, accessorized with white 
for her- daughter’s wedding. Her 
corsage was of white carnations.
Guests attending from out of 
town included, Mr, and Mrs. J.
Wagner. Mr. and Mrs. T. Bcr- 
tucci, Mr. and Mrs. L. Favali, 
and Mrs. J. Dalcol, all of Kel­
owna; Mr. and Mrs. J. Becholli, 
B. Becholli, and Mrs. J. Riley, 
Penticton; F. Mondin, Mrs. R. 
Mondin and daughter, Mr. and 
Mrs. V. Borchn, and N. Gcrnazzo. 
all of Trail.
When leaving for a honey­
moon trip to the Okanagan and 
points in the United States, the 
bride wore a beige dress and 
coat with lightening blue acces­
sories. Her corsage was of red 
rose buds. :
Mr. and Mrs. Comazzetto are 
making their home in Kamloops.
Couple See World 
On Motor-Scooter
MONTREAL <CP> -  Jim Wil- 
Hams and his wife have returned 
from a trip around the world by 
motor-scooter with high apprecia­
tion of Canada's r e p u t a t i o n  
abroad.
With Williams, a former air­
line pilot, driving and his wife 
on the seat behind him, tire 
couple travelled 8,200 miles on 
the scooter and also covered 27,* 
000 miles by ship in moving from 
one continent to another,
A red Canadian ensign painted 
on the windshield often helped 
them out of difficulties, such as 
mechanical trouble.
‘As soon ns jioople saw it 
they were more than eager to 
lend a hand," said Mr. Williams, 
They took hundreds of color 
photographs on their trip. It cost 
them $5,000 but has already 
yielded returns. They sold some 
of their pictures to a magazine.
Among their memorable ex­
periences were a visit to a.steam 
bath-house in Japan and their 
trip to Shanghai, a city which 
they found "colorless and de­
pressing” under the rule of tho 
Chinese Communists.
But they think fondly of the 
Far East. “ People there live at 
a slower pace than here." said 
Mr. Williams. "They take things 
easy an seem to get enjoyment 
simply out of being alive.
STEADY COUPLE
BUFFLERS HALT, England 
iCPi—Mr and Mrs. George Chap­
man celebrated their 73rd wed­
ding anniversary in this Bedford­








t Exports figure it'takes one cup 
I of stuffing per pound of turkey 
or other’ fowl, in cooking roasts.
T IM E ' U N I O N
A Y R S H I R E




Viscountess Astor, born in Vir­
ginia, wns the first woman to sit 
in the British House of Commons 
in 1919.
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WALKABOUT
B U S Y  D A Y S  A H E A D  ?
Walk On Easy Feel
:\ , ■ i 1 * t .
So mnny places to go . . . so many things to do? Here,s 
a shoe that will keep a smart and easy step ahead of any 
busy day.v Cool perforated pigskin . , . ever so soft and 
flexible to6 , , . with n perfect walking heel and with that 
fabulous fii nnd feel that makes you truly love a Gold Cross 
Shoe. ' i
W ILLIA M S  S H O E STO R E
1566 PANDOSY ST. PHONE 2-2415
Helena R ubinstein’s 
COLOR-TONE SHAMPOOS
Giant 300 size how 2°° limited time only
Leave It to Helena Rubinstein to create a oun^sBottloKlvo«yoU4 t0.c.m«n^ ; 
cauvy-treutmont way of keeping your hair 1m- ahampbolng, heimibad adds (lame o red hair 
maculate healthily conditioned nmi alive with or "horllerllne" colors. m/)Nnr.TONH Illuminates 
color! Color-Tone In tho only shampoh that blonde or light brown hair withgold, uiiunkttb* 
washes color i.i—nM a dye but certllled tern- TONR adds jot lights and warm shimmer., 
porary color that does magnetic young things , i.)iown-(U/)w washes red-gold Into plain brown 
n vnL own hair shade. , hair. Bll.VBH-TONH silvers greV or platlntim,
Right I w  you can ohoofta the "custom" tone corrects yollow. Amf for dry, damaged hair,
for you at o big dollar savings, Each jumbo 14 bu.k-bhbrn ciirxm biiami'OO. r
w
289 BERNARD A VIC. —  PHONE PO 2-3131
I
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Rebekahs Name Summerland Sister 
Supervisor O f Valley Assembly
Mrs. H. M. Doherty of Trout!tlcton, past president of the Re-' 
Creek. Summerland, was elect-! bekah Assembly of B.C., Mrs. E.> 
ed supervisor of the Okanagan J Barker, past president of the Al-‘ 
Rebekah District Association at berta Assembly, and Mrs. W. L| 
the 27th annual meeting held in Betts. Penticton, past assembly; 
Penticton. ; treasurer. j
_  . . .  . , _. i Official greetings were extend-
The 103 members in a t t e n d - j to district deputy presidents,!
ance representing eight l^ g e s  in Mrf. H. A. Everitt, Penticton;
the district, also elec^ * « r e ,Mrs. Allan. Falkland; and Mrs.! 
Mrs J. Newton of FalkUnd.;M ^  of Tonasketi Wash, | 
chairman; Mrs. F. Cartright, “ . .. .. ■
Oliver, vice-chairman; and Mrs. At the close of the meeting re-; 
P F  Eraut, Penticton secre- freshments were served by the 
1 tary-ireasurer. i Penticton Rebekahs.
The new officers were seated!................ -  ■■'■■■■" .—
by Mountain View No. 64 of Falk­
land. Other Rebekah lodges par­
ticipating in the evening’s form­
alities were Sunset No. 29, Arm­
strong; Golden Heart No. 60,
Oliver; Faith No. 32, Summer- 
land and Redland No. 12, Pentic­
ton.
Mrs. Nora Smith of Kelowna, 
who chaired the meeting,
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DREAMY FOR DANCING
By TRACY ADRIAN
Very young, very pretty and 
very much in demand for sum­
mer parties are dresses like 
this one, designed for evenings 
of dancing. The style pictured
has a fitted bodice with alter­
nating rows of lace and multi­
colored embroidery. Its bouf­
fant skirt has a rich, deep hem. 
A narrow fabric belt accentu­
ates the narrow waist.
Father's Suicide 
No Marriage Bar
EAST KELOWNA — Mr. and 
Mrs. R. L. (Bob! Wilson are re-; 
ceiving congratulations on the! 
birth of a daughter, at the Kel-j 
^ elI owna General Hospital Sunday, corned a number of distinguished j j ay 24. !
guests: Mrs. Frank Taylor, Pen- .
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Perry have, 
their son-in-law and daughter,, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hunter, and: 
baby daughter staying with them. I
Tony Perry is in Edmonton! 
where he will be employed for; 
the summer months.
Sidney W. Rowles is receiving I 
congratulations from his many; 
friends on being presented with, 
the 1959 award for Religious! 
Leadership Training, the award 
is given by the Independent Order 
of the Eastern Star.
Mrs. D. Wiens, with her little 
daughter have been staying at j 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. j 
T\irton, for the past week, theyi 
have since left for their home inj 
Vancouver. |I
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Day have! 
as their guests, their son-in-law j 
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. M.! 
Chappell, and baby daughter of! 





The engagement is announced; 
< of Carolyn Faye, youngest daug-; 
i hter of Mrs. Fletcher and the; 
! late William F. Fletcher, to Mr. 
Kenneth Lionel Veale, third son! 
of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Veale of 
Salmon Arm. |
The wedding will take place 
Saturday, June 27, at 2:30 p.m. In 
St. Michael and All Angels’ Angli­




SASKATOON <CP* — Martha 
Prowse retires at the end of June 
after 42 years as a teacher of 
'Grade 1 children in public schools 
PEACHI.AND «— Local Guides, 32 of them in Saskatoon. Miss 
who will be taking the Golden; Prowse says she is "often aghast 
Hand Revel in Navamatn cm at the amount of general know)* 
Saturday, May 30, are Brenda edge” displayed by present-day 
I Bullock, Maureen Todd, Helen pupils, j Brooks and Dolores Lingor. ;
} Guides through t \  ,\ lu-io di- 
j vision, will bo in a t.- ., ,na nd: 
arrangements art ir r  Linds; 
of Mrs. Thompson
>
1 A sale of home cooking ar­
ranged by St. Margaret s WA will 
ibe held on Friday, May 29, on 
'the Totem Inn parking lot, if 
- the weather is fine, otherwise it 
; will take place at Folk’s general 
store.i
i Mrs. Cora Evans is leaving for 
! her home in Mission City on 
; Tuesday, and will be accompan­
ied  by her daughter, Mrs. Roma' 
j Edwards with her little girl. Mrs. 
j Evans’ brother, Frank Wilson,
'and his son Don, will also be 
;going to the coast.
: Mr. Jim Rhodes has left on a
motor tour of .the interior of the 
1 province. Mr. Rhodes arrived in 
jFeachland about a year ago, in- 
I tending to stop a few days. Re 
liked what he saw, the climate 
'and the people. Now he has gone 
farther afield, to make compari­
sons.
Luuruiuc Whinton is a patient 
in the Kelowna Hospital.
IF Y O U R  
P A P ER  IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first
Then if your Courier is uot 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TELEPHONE
R U D Y'S  T A X I 
Kelowna P0 2-4444
And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 pan. and 7:30 p.m.
ELEGANT FOOTNOTES
By TRACY ADRIAN
Leather and gold make this 
sling-back pump the ideal sum­
mer evening shoe. The satiny 
white calf forming a T-strap 
effect with the dainty gold 
chain is neat piece of foot flat­
tery. The ultra-soft leather is 
easy on the feet throughout a 
warm afternoon tea dance or a 
formal summer cotillion. The 
leather soles give firm support 
but have a flexible quality, so 
that you can really dance all 
night.
2-Pce. LOUNGE SUITE
with Bumper ends. 3 Only . . . green, brown and beige. 
Ideal for that extra bed.
DEAR MARY HAWORTH 
have been a devotee of your 
column for many years and now 
I wonder if you will advise me.
My son is deeply in love with 
a charming girl and pla.ns to 
marry her in the near future.
John (I’ll call him) is a splen­
did intelligent boy—even if he is 
my own son.
I powers.
In the moral domain, suicide 
has been construed as sin be­
cause it has seemed equicalent 
to denying God’s existence, by 
disbelieving in, or taking no 
trustful acount of His in-dwelling 
presence and far-seeing purposes 
in the human scene.
Young Sculptress 
Warms Her Studio1 
With Waste Chips
TORONTO fCPl—Walnut chips, 
the waste from her carvings, 
warm the studio where Rebecca 
Sisler is fashioning an original 
figure for the Toronto Art Gal­
lery’s collection.
The chips burn in the fireplace 
of a converted blacksmith shop 
where the 26-year-old sculptor 
works.
Winner of a $2,000 Canada 
i Council commission, Miss Sisler 
In the theological view, as lihas begun work on a stylized fig- 
understand, this vote of no con-jure of a mother and children. 
Sometimes I *eel' fidenCe in God was seen as the From a 45-inch high, 250-pound | 
that he looks at everyone m o r e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  by block of walnut. The work, to be 
sensibly than I do. ;Judas, who "fulfilled the Scrip-!called Tree of Life, depicts one
The problem is in the fact thatjtures>* by betraying Jesus, then 
Betty’s father took his own life; went and hanged himself. Theore- 
some years ago. I have been! tjCally> Judas took, his life in an 
brought up to believe that this; hour of despair, when he might 
is a sin and that it shows mental;have attained forgiveness had 
instability. So I hate for my son;he laid hold> in faith, on the 
to marry into a family that has Lord’s everlasting love, in deep­
est humility, in that awful crisis.
As for the psychiatric or medi­
cal estimate of the inner mean­
ing of suicide, I believe the pre-
RUTLAND
such instability, for fear it may 
be hereditary.
GIRL’S MOTHER
A PE:RS®^ , dominant feeling is that it
According to talk at the time of [relates to emotional illness, 
the tragedy, the man was incur-; m0nentarily unattended or out 
ably ill and, I understand, felt 0f control. And such illness, we 
he couldn’t go on being a burden
of her favorite themes.
Rebecca, the youngest artist to 
receive such a commission, hopes 
to complete the sculpture by Nov­
ember. A six-inch plasticine fig­
ure is the model for her newest 
work.
She studied in Europe and re­
turned to Canada to take up res 
idence with her family at Terra 
Cotta, about 25 miles west of Tor­
onto on the Credit River. The 
converted blacksmith shop with 
its cement floors provides an 
ideal studio.
recognize nowdays, isn’t neces- In 1954, she went to the Royal 
to his loved ones. I even heard; sarjjy hereditary; nor even a {Danish Academy at Copenhagen, 
some people express the opinion j  chronic affliction in the individu-! Prior to that she studied at the 
that it was a brave act, which is;ai case< Like other forms of ill- Ontario College of Art. As a sum- 
just the reverse of my belief. .ness, it seems to operate by mer student she toured Turkey 
Betty’s mother is a fine person chance or circumstantial hap- and Greece for three months, 
according to all accounts, though penstance, rather than due to Later she visited Germany, Italy, 
we know each other only slight-'some fatal design.
£  HEALTHY SLANThusband s dcatna raised ■ her av GfTifATiAv 
daughter well and educated her.
Indeed, the best mental
RUTLAND—Mr. and Mrs. E. tory. 
Mugford returned home on Mon-j 
day from a visit to Kamloops,| 
where they stayed at the home of! 
their son, James Mugford.
Mrs. A. W. Gray is visiting 
her daughter, Mrs. R. P. Dohan, 
at North Vancouver.
Howard Johnson, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Jack Johnson, is home 
from Calgary, where he has been 
attending the Calgary Technical 
School for the past term.
YUKON ORCHIDS
Several types of orchids nre 
among the wild flowers, ferns and 
shrubs found in the Yukon Terri-
R cr. $169.95 
SPECIAL
5 1 0 0
353 BERNARD AVE.
John and Betty both have good 
Jobs and will be in good financial 
shape when they marry. They 
nre so happy I just wish I could 
feel at peace about the situation.
I haven’t mentioned my doubts 
to John or even my husband; 
but I do wish I could have some 
outsider’s opnion of suicide and 
heredity. — L. W.
SUICIDE IS AN 
ACT OF DESPAIR
hy­
gienists today tell us that every­
one has bouts of emotional ill­
ness, now and again, ranging 
from slight to severe—as, for 
example, outbursts of special 
irritability; or periods of excep­
tional and disobliging, we are 
ill to that extent, for the time 
being.
In general, |t is immature per­
sonalities going ahead blindly on 
the infantile assumption that
Yugoslavia and France.
“Artists have a hard time in 
Canada, but sculptors have had 
it even harder,” she says. "It is 
only in the last 10 jra rs  there 
has been any appreciation of 
sculpture."
Her work has been exhibited by 
the Ontario Society of Artists, the 
Royal Canadian Academy,of Arts 
and the Sculptor Society of Can­
ada. One piece was stolen from 
the Toronto Art Gallery.
VERSATILE COAT
By VERA WINSTON
Wool jersey, that most accom­
modating of fabrics, makes a 
coat that goes from town to 
country with equal ease and 
chic. The fabric shown is an 
Interesting greenish beige; it 
also comes in taupe or yellow. 
The high-placed self belt slips 
through wide self loops from 
which darts are worked for 
shaping. Classic collar and rer 
vers and easy sleeves com­
plete a pleasing silhouette.
READING MORE
PETERBOROUGH. Ont. <CP' 
Book circulation in the children’s 
department of Peterborough pub­
lic library increased by 6,802 vol­
umes in the first quarter of 1959 
compared with last year, "The 
children seem to be tiring of 
television" commented the Peter­
borough Examiner.
DYCK'S
are ready to fill your
PRESCRIPTIONS
. needs




Phone PO 2-3333 
Open Friday 'til 9:00 p.m.
r w r  i iv . . ' J  their will is the paramount law
for which nre hopelessness or 
despondency. At the core of des­
pair is an hngry sense of utter 
defeat, black frustration and 
t o t n 1 impoteney of personal
First Aid Course 
Supported By P T A
PEACHLAND -  At the Inst 
meeting of the PTA here It was 
announced thnt the Civil Defence 
authorities would conduct n St. 
John’s Ambulance first aid course 
In tho fall, provided a minimum 
of 20 persons enrolled for the 
course,
Several PTA members expres­
sed their desire to enroll In this 
course.
It Is understood that other or­
ganisations nre to bn Approached 
with regard to this matter,
Red Cross swim classes 
Again to be1 sponsored by 
PTA with Sherrie Miller 
Margaret Smith Instructing,
A letter was rend front 
Mental Health Association, which 
is making a survey of areas In 




LONDON TCP) — The second 
volume of Britain’s official his­
tory of the Second World War 
tells the story of how Canada 
kept occupied Greece from star­
vation with free wheat.
NEVER A BLI
when faced with dread events 
beyond their control. They find 
i* almost impossible to accept 
different outcomes than they had 
expected. They break down, or 
commit suicide, to escape the 
revolutionary readjustments re­
quired for growth—either spiri­
tual or social.
If Betty has been well reared 
by a sturdy mother, who hnsl _  . , _  _  , .
given a fine example of mature i The book; The Economic Block- 
accommodation, in.outliving a h '1®1 says the Greeks faced star- 
major tragedy, I think you muy lyatloiv in 1942 when Germany re- 
bo nt peace, concerning Betty’s | func<i to supply food, tho Italians 
fitness- to marry, — M.H. i were unable, and other supply 
Mary Hnworth counsels through '',ere WckAiuI, 
her column, not by mnll or per-1 Finally, Britain put 





care of The Daily Courier.
Shrine Ladies' Aux. 




ships w o u l d  carry Canadian 
wheat into the occupied country. 
The book adds:
"The C a n a d i a n  govern­
ment agreed to make a free gift 
of 15,000 tons of yrticat a month 
from C a n a d i a n  stocks. This 
Ladles’ Auxiliary to the Shrine monthly Canadian contribution 
Club will hold a Lilac Tea ,Sat-1 continued to be the basic dement 
Urday, May 30 from 3 to 5 p,m, in the feeding of the Greeks for 
at the Royal Anrte Hotel. ; tho remainder of the war."
Tickets may be obtained from! The Dally Express, comment- 
any member or at the door. Pro-iing on this "little-known story," 
coeds will go to the Shrlners Hos-j refers to the Cnnndlnn gift ns
"the largest Ningie humanitarian 
gesture of the war,’!
pltnl for,Crlppled Children.
SALLY'S SALLIES
Just what facilities are available 
in regard,to mental health, The 
teachers arc looking after the 
forms which nre to be filled In, 
Mrs, Nora Kopp gave a report 
on .the PTA council meeting held 
recently In Kelowna, which 
president, Mrs, N. Bradbury also 
Attended. ,;
Public health nurse, Ml#* Hattie 
Kmpey, gave a short’ti l̂k on howl 
to acquaint Uu« pre-school child-1 
i ren with the K'nchors jind school, | 
Tho June'meeting.'will be the . 
A n n u a l ,  A nomination committee | 
W A S  #ct up, comprised of Mrs,' 
A, Ooldham, Mrs, (,'hnrh1* Top- 
hum and Mrs. A. Oltihnns.
Hostesses for the evening we,re,. 




RICHMOND,! England IC D -A  
woman In this Surrey town hn« 
Just completed a tapestry of 
Richmond's coat-of-apm*. It took 
nlntj months, 100,000 stitches, nnd 
coat only £7,
•'And that's rich Uncle FuU* 
1 ' wtU, a study in oils.’*
TRAIN IIUHBANDS
BURNHAM, England i CP 1 
Husbands waiting anxiously while 
their wives nre In the maternity 
wing of the Cnnndlnn Red Cross 
hospital at this Buckinghamshire 
community are h a v i n g  their 
feanrAllilyfd, They nt tend a pre- 
confinement class "where tension 
i* relieved for. them by talks 
which cancel out those fear-ln 
spiring old Wives,' tales,’’ said a 
spokesman. ,
t w m
WESTERN CANADAS FAVORITE COFFEE—BY FAR!
7SH-W
The new, tha modern, tha 
lovaliast way to blush your 
choaks with (rash y o u n i colour! 
Only DuBarry has B lo o m - 
such a unique colour formula 
that one perfect iliado 
blehds with every skin tone, 
every lipstick shade. V  
Bloom brings a natural blush 
with just a to u c h , , ,  never a
hard artificial J'rougo" 
lino, Your choice of 
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Your Words Work Wonders In Courier Classifieds - Dial PO 2 -4445
Weddings Business Personal I Help Wanted (Male)
EXPERT CLEANING






| ' \IU , U»-t cswutuivt ,
iuleaso plvone PO 2-4371 after 5jplans. ‘ r  OCA , oAiircHAWTHORNE-GAGNON—-On SaL p<m
urday. May 16. at the Church of ,N . . .  Ty PEv, UJf'
the immaculate Concept^. Ron-;̂ DEALERS u
Mrs. Felix Hawthorne, to R eba"n«m e supplies; new and used
IOC and used equipment; mill, mine and
aid Edwin, eldest son of ■ i intreint? sunolies- new and used 
Mr.. Fell. Hawthorne o Beta J J W * Bs. r t el »
Eileen. younger daughter of ̂ 5 / 1 steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron
TH-S-tf
in St G iS ^ O R  THE BEST IN^PORTRAIT ;;V ds"p^r minute
and Mrs. Abel Gagnon, with Rev. ^ e  ^ e^ ls j td 050 Prior St., 
Father P. McCarthy officiating. Vancouver. B.C.. Phone MUtual
____ ___________  ___- 1-6357. *
CATCHPOLE-CAMERON
Saturday. May 23. in St. r u l e s '“d"  Commercial Photography. 
Presbyterian Church. Ottawa. 'developing, printing, and en- 
Frcderick Bruce, second *on of , larging.
Archdeacon and Mrs. D. > <  POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Catchpolc, to Barbara Ann. Dial Pq 2-2883 535 Bernard Ave. 
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh TH-tf
MacLaren of Ottawa, with Rev. _ ■  :r p A|j-fiNG AND
to offer a nine-month 
250 cou se in Court Reporting. The j 
course will be given in the Van­
couver area, commencing in 
October, 1959.
This is an outstanding opportun-i 
ity for young men. Candidates 
must have a good command of 
English, and be able to take and 
transcribe a standard shorthand 
at a speed of not less than 100
LOTS FOR SALE
Glenview Heights — Lovely view lots — Full Price . $2,200.00 
Okanagan Mission — Large Lakeshore Lot, Full Price $8,000.00
Abbott Street — Smart corner lot — Full P r ic e ----- $3,500.00
Richter Street — Another Corner Lot — Full Price . - - $2,900.00 
Lakeshore — Shanboolard Subdivision — Westbank—
Full Price ................. - ......... - ................  ........ . $5,000.00
Pcachland — Blue Waters Home Sites .Full Price . . .  $1,750.00 
Peachland — Blue Water Home Sites — Full Price . . .  $1,250.00
Keller Place — Corner Lot — Full Price -------- . . .  *4,100.00
Glenmore — Three large view lots — Full Price, each $2,000.00
Charles D . Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. DIAL POplar 2-3227
... —... - ■ — - _ KBC Officers Appointed
4<UVL1 t ARKSHORK COT. I ■ I
A t Recent Meeting Here
I
3 ROOM L KE E - 
TAGE furnished or unfurnished. 
Please no children or dogs. Apply 
at 564 Bernard Ave or phone 
PO 2-2080. tf An election of officers high- ? of the club and persons who could 
Slighted the recent meeting of the-conduct the various boys’ activi- 
RlKlIIACC O nnnrtlin itifiS 'new ly-fo rm ed  Kelowna Boys Club. ties.
D U b ln cb b  U p p O IlU lllllC b ) ^jan g Burbank was named- At the next meeting, to be held
I m e r r i« i iT u t i i r A T f l l i  I president of the club with Donald I in the first or second week of
BRniSU AMERICA* uiii i white aDpointed vice-president. | June Leo Maki. western CanadaCOMPANY
fee fStat\onSeon 'r i^ r v ^ ” A v ^ 'in  1 fe^rl^ary-treasurer for the com-j Clubs of Canada will be speaking 
Kelowna. This is on Highway 971 mg term 
just off the new bridge. Station! 
will be open for business July l.j
Rankin will act as - regional director of the Boys 
•Clubs of Canada ill be speaking 
j about boys clubs and boys work
Plans also were made for the across the nation. _______
finding of property or a building j
K«lewnlans''Ber*aved
B.A. Oil Company, Kelowna. M  property committee was set;
248
Application forms may be ob­
tained from; i
The Chairman,
B.C. Civil Service Commission, 
Parliament Buildings, 
VICTORIA. B.C.





MONEY TO LOAN. TO
Funeral Homes
painting, paix*r hanging 
vnur requirements now. 
3578.
Dr. J. Logan-Vencta officiating. q£LuRATING contractor. Kcl-
_________ — —  invna, BC. Exterior and interior) ____________ _
w POn2-! NORTH OKANAGAN SERVICE;’  
M. Tli. tf Station requires experienced m an-,|
--------- ------------------------- - ------- - ------ - - ager. Must be ambitious and able I
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE ;STROHM’S BARBER A N D |to delegate work. Good wages. |  
LTD. Beauty Shop, 2974 South Pandosy.; MSA and benefits. Apply, giving
_ • , ujnrthv of vour'°Pcn a11 da-v Wednesday, closed | maritai status, wages expected. |
Our aim is to bt worth) ) r Monday. Hours 9 a.m.-7 p.m. , 'telephone murder and when
confidence. « ; available to Box 3752 Kelowna |
1665 Ellis St. phon5 _ l ° J : ^  SEWING -  CUSTOM MADE Courier. 550 ’
hood with shops CAPRI close by .
division will appreciate rapidly. Sec us about these homes 
soon. We know’ you will be pleased with w'hat we have to 
offer.
LU P T 0 N  A G EN C IES  LT D .
up with Richard Steele as chair-1 In Kamloops Death
man. i , . „
A finance committee was estab- j The death occurred in Kam* 
lished with Gordon Rankin and loops Wednesday of Ivo Arduinl, 
Don G. Pratt as members. • father of Mrs. James F. 1. Camp- 
Thomas Gregory and Frank bell of Kelowna. Mrs. Campbell 
Griffin were a; pointed to the went to Kamloops several days 
njIV membership committee of the ago when the condition of her 
-club and Frank Byrne was ap-1 father b e c a m e  progressively
j worse. Funeral will be Saturday 
I morning at the Kamloops Catholic 
I church.
1536 ELLIS ST. EVENINGS 2-8214 PHONE 2-4400
Card O f Thanks
jdiapes, guaranteed work. Com- 
Ipetitivc price. Joan Degenhardt. 
I Phone PO 2-3626. "tf Help Wanted (Female)
WE WISH SINCERELY T0 ! SEI^Tc~TANKS AND GREASE \VELL Kn 6 wN_LADIES READY-. 
thank our many far and n ear|traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. To-Wear Store has opening for- 
friends and relatives for their j [ntcrjor Septic Tank Service. I fup time employment. Take;
beautiful Rowers, many acts of phone PO 2-2674._________  tf charge of office and assist on
kindness and sympathy during — *» L JONES USED FUF !sales floor. Credit experience
this sad time for us in the loss of NITUR£  Dent for best buvs! 513 preferred, but not essential. Ap-
U L r ' t l t  r S , r ' E M - T H - U  ply M l  . .» •  • > -  1 «
Thanks to Rev. R. D. Anderson.............. ...........  DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -
for”"the kindness of making the j Free estimates. Doris Guest, 
decision of placing the flowers in Phone PO 2-2481.
front of the statue of St. Joseph - WJLL D0 SEWING
— i ~*i—  kindnesses. Soeci.il - - ------ . . .  „.
Pallbearers. Choir.
J. A. Rankine. and 
Clarke. Funeral Di-
Sixteep.







WANTED — PART TIME HELP 
tf for light housekeeping duties 
nurvcTr Monday to Saturday only. Phone 
PHONE aRer g p.m, PO 2-4634.____tf
fo r






BABY SITTER FOR 1 CHILD 
in Rutland, 5 days a week, 8 a.m. 
to 6 P.M. Phone PO 5-5505. after
Choice Lots Now Available on 
CHERRY HILL SUBDIVISION
Knox Mountain Road. Glenmore. Gas, Power and Domestic 
water available. Good residential area close to school, store 
and golf course.
For full information Phone
Harold Marshall R0 6-2580 or P0 2-2995
248
6 p.m. tf
SHORT ORDER COOK 







Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna.
Business Personal
____________THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
AQUATIC DINING ROOM NOW!— Dominion wide company with 
ooen for the season. tf head office in Vancouver. B.C re-
------------ quires 3 men for their expanding
operations, to cover territory 
from Vernon to Osoyoos. Excel-
_' lent opportunity for advancement
to right men. Age 25 to 50. Have 
car and bondable. Qualified leads 
daily. Complete training given. 
Phone HYatt 2-5993, 9 a.m. to
CEMETERY BRONZE TABLETS j r 0urier “  ^  ^  D<2«
and memorial granites. H. _°— ________ ,___ _____ - - -
Kchuman, 465 Morrison Ave. | TUNE UP MAN FOR SERVICE
ELDERLY LADY FOR BABY 
sitting, 4 days weekly. Apply 598 
Sutherland Ave.
P IN E G R O V E ESTATES
HOBSON ROAD
3 B ED R O O M  H O M E
Help Wanted 
(Male and Female)
Phone PO 2-2317. tf i Station. Phone PO 5-5027. 249
BUSINESS A N D  PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
AIR CONDITIONING MOVING AND STORAGE
For all your healing, air conditioning and; ■ D. CHAPMAN . It Co.
refrigeration problems contact the experts.; Allied Van Lines. Agents Local. Long
ARCTIC REFRIGERATION MoVlM’ Commerc' a' andr>” 0“s' ;
2980' Fandosy St. Phone P02-2682 hold Storage Phone JP02-2928
ALUMINUM AWNINGS NOVELTIES AND GIFTS
"koolvent awnings. No down payment, i FRANK’S NOVELTV 8i GIFT SHOP 
JUMBO ENTERPRISES -i „• ' „Har?!d JolM***.; PWP- '
2033 Pandosy St. Phone PO2-3041; Hobby Supplies, Jokes, Tricks. Toys,
. _____________ - ------------  -------- 1 Games, Fin* China'. Souvenirs.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 1243 Bernard Ave. Phone PO2-3502
t u r n e r  BROS j PAINTING AND DECORATING^
Major Appliance Repairs At EXPERIENCED painter, decorator, sign
Kelowna Service Clinic , 1 painter, also Disney cartoons fer chll.
Phone PO2-2031 1569 Wster St. Idren’s playrooms. Will do' protessional
-------Job. CONTACT U. Peter Kuehn. Phong
WANT E D.
Someone who is now 
commuting between 
Kelowna and Vernon 
by car
to deliver newspapers 
to Vernon daily.







1.535 sq. ft., ultra modern 
throughout. Hardwood floors, 
panelled walls, ceiling-to- 
floor brick fireplace, gas 
furnace, full basement. In 
new subdivision. Only 200 
yards to fine beach.
PHONE J. W. SWAISLAND AT PO 4-4452
OKANAGAN MISSION
LOTS A V A ILA B LE
In this fine new sub-division, 
with access to beach, only 4 
miles from Kelowna. Natural 
gas and approved water sys­
tem available, good soil con­
ditions. School and commu­
nity hall nearby.
View these lots today.
Cars And Trucks
LIPS ETT |
“QUALITY” USED CARS ,
Remember — with ttfese Used 
Cars No Down Payment until 
July 1st.
1933 Buick Special 8 — Radio, 
low mileage. A real executive
For only down . . . .  $450
1958 Ford Custom 300 — 6
cyl., low mileage. One owner 
economy car. £Q A A
DOWN ....................  ^O U U
1956 Dodge Fordor Suburban-
Radio, two tone paint. The 




1951 GMC >2 Ton j
1950 Fargo !i Ton
1947 International ,!g Ton
Phone PO 2-2232 or PO 2-3387 
Night Phone




a d v ic e  to
LONDON <AP'
BALD I SELASSIE VISITS PORTUGAL
Dr. David! LISTON, Portugal tReutersi—
Williams said Wednesday the!Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethio* 
ibest wav to avoid early baldness} pia will make a five-dav visit to 
| is to pick a hairy father and Portugal beginning July 24, it 
grandfather. His article on re- was announced Wednesday, 
suits of a baldness survey ap­
peared in the medical magazine 
Family Doctor.
USE QUEEN’S DRAWINGS 
NEW YORK <AP>—'The Queen 
will lend six drawings from her
nrt collection for an whibition. hand gronacje ^  £Crap iron fed 
this fall sponsored by Columbia ^  tho f*rnaCL._
University, it was disclosed Wed-
BLAST FURNACE EXPLODES
COPENHAGEN, D e n m a r k  
(Reuters!—Two men were killed 
and 12 were injured Wednesday 
in a blast furnace explosion 
thought to have been caused by
nesday. The art will be part of an 
exhibition of “ great master draw­
ings of seven centuries."
STRIKERS ROUTED
TV FOR NORTH AFRICA
PARIS (Reuters) — Regular 
television transm i s > i o n s from
_______  Paris to North Africa, relayed
____  „  through central France and th®
LIMA, Peru AP 5d | Balearic Islands off the northeast
bank strikers were route /  coast of Spain, will begin in
tear gas and m<nmtcd police in Septcmber aftcr short tcsts it 
the centre of Lima Wednesday  ̂ *•
when they tried to force bank 
workers to leave their jobs. They 
objected to a change in working 
hours which the banks put into 
effect after a 54-day walkout of 
employees. M o s t  strikers re­
turned to their jobs.
JIM’S AUTOMATIC 
Appliance Service
Recommended Werilnghpme Service 
Phone P02-2001 At Bennett’s
PO 2-4983.
AUCTIONEERS
Ready Cash Awaits You lor all houae- 
hold elfecta. Al«o good*' taken In lor 




RIBELIN’S CAMERA SHOP 
Photo Finishing, Color Films and Services 
274 Bernard Ave. Kelowna
Phone PO2-2108
BLUEBIRD BAY HOME
Nearly new N.H.A. home in lovely Okanagan Mission features 
wall-to-wall in living room and both bedrooms, modern kitchen 
with eating space, attached carport with storage and many 
extras. Large lot is fenced and landscaped.
FULL PRICE $13,200.00 WITH $3,500.00 DOWN, 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS $73.00 INCLUDING TAXES
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone PO 2-2846 Evenings PO 2-2975, PO 2-4454, PO 2-2942
. tf
! 1951 CONSUL 4-DOOR SEDAN — 
Mechanically good, new tires. 
Terms can be arranged. Can be 
seen at Kelowna Home Service 




ADELAIDE, Australia (Reut« 
ers)—This southern city’s death 
toll in tift Asian flu epidemic now 
sweeping Australia rose to six 
Wednesday.
MORE REVENUE
NEW YORK (AP) — The tax 
on restaurant cheques over $1 
will be increased to five per cent_ ai__ ~ in Mritit VArlr Pitv
CHANGES SEX 
PALMI, Italy (Reuters) — Tho 
four - year - old daughter of a
.....  - -  , v i ,  ruu, farmer in this southern Italian
from three in New YorK L. D i town Was reported Wednesday to
FOR SALE—1700 SERIES CHEV 
truck complete with box and 
hoist. And also 4-5 yard dump 
box and hoist. Apply Jogie Basran 
Phone PO 5-5019. 249
Monday. The law is expected to |bave cbangeci S(!X _  tw0 years
’47 FORD COUPE — IMMACU­
LATE condition $280. Apply 1884 
Vernon Road before 5 p.m.
248
produce $13,000,000 annually in 
revenue for the city.
CONSPIRACY CHARGES
HAVANA (AP)—Cuban author­
ities announced Wednesday seven 
persons have been arrested in 
Sancti Spritus. Las Villas prov­
ince, and charged with conspir­
ing to organize an armed revolt 
against Premier Fidel Castr^ s 
government.
MUST SELL—1947 FORD PICK­
UP in good running- condition. 





2 ROOM FURNISHED SUITE —; 
Private entrance. Apply . 1660 j 
Ethel St., phone PO 2-3670. 251
PLUMBING AND HEATING
, T. J . FAHLMAN
1369 Water St. Phone PO2-2031
Plumbing and Heating
PREFAB h o m es
SI EG MOTORS !
Rorgward and Renault Snlea & Service1.
543 Bernard Ave. Phone P02-3432
Night: P02 3418 I
------------i- ,z r ., ; ; ,™ '------------------------- T .A e low as $3,000. lor;. down, low paymente
CLEANING SERVICES i jumbo enterprises
DVRACiXAN CUBANS'-*r  fimUurr,’- (uiiii 3033 St’ I>hon* P0*’3#W
and walla thescientific  way. No satur­
ation. Reasonable ratee. Free estimate. 










239 Bernard \ \ t .  Phone PO2-2U0 
" PUBLIC "STENOGRAPHER *
REGISTERED NURSE WITH 1 
dependent, 8-year-old boy, would 
like position as companion to 
older person or couple. Excellent 
references. Write Courier Box 
No. 3 6 4 6 .   ___  251
STENOGRAPHER REQUIRES1 
position. Have bookkeeping, fil­
ing and shorthand at 150 wpm and 
typing. at 60 wpm. Phone PO 2- 
7065. 251
MIDDLEAGED E DU C AT ED  
widow wishes employment. Good 
with children. Plmnc PO 2-3037.
, 250
LOVELY 2 ROOM UNFURNISH­
ED suite. Available June 1. Phone 
PO 2-8613. tf
WELL FURNISHED SLEEPING 
rooms, suitable for traveller. 
Phone PO 2-3097, ________ 249
SLEEPING ROOM. 453 LAWR­





Rnnm 1 318 Bernard
Lost And Found
YVONNE F. IRISH ___




1449 Ellis St, Phone PO2-2083
Satisfaction and Speed on Your 
Rubber Stamp Needs
SAND AND GRAVEL
Delivered straight front our pit. 
Cruahed Roadway Gravel for your drive­
way . . . Phone PO 3-4183 nr PO 4-4372. 
J, W, BEDFORD LTD.
SCHnOEDEll’S |
Sausagea A Dclicalessen l
Phone PO3-2I30 633 Harvey Ave.i
All aausagea made on the premises. |
D E L IV E R Y  S E R V IC E  ^
' COMET DELIVERY SERVICE 
Phone 'P03-2833 
General Cartage -
2MI Leon Aye. Kelowna. , B.C.
'""S P E E D Y  DELIVERY SERVICE 
Delivery and Transfer, Service 
II, E. (Herman) llaneon 
' 1437 Kllta St.
■ Phones Day PO 2-(M3
Eve PO 1-1133 _
f a i i i f i i m i m A i a  “
rioiVr Sander* *-~  Palnl Sprayers
Boto-nileri • ’ '!r,ni,l J .* na' nl 1 HEWING SUPPLY CENTRE
- FUNEBil. SERVICia ^ * 1?:“
-  BLUE PLASTIC WAL- 
Possibly in Super-Valu 
parking lot. Finder please leave 










Day PO 2-1040 





TOMMY CRAFT , 
Sharpening A Repair*
1433 Ellis M, - Phone P03-3000 
F»r Pick-Up i^nd Delivery
8liMMER COTTAGicS^PREFAB
2 ROOM FURNISHED SUITE 
Fully modern, 2 minutes wnlk 
from Post Office. Immediate 
possession. Non drinkers, no 
children. Cnll 595 Lawrence Ave.. 
phone PO 2-3873. _____  tf
ro o m  F o r  r e n t  -  v e r y
close in. Lady prefetred. Non 
drinkers. Kitchen, privileges If 
preferred. Call 595 Lawrence or 
phone PO 2-3873. R
rooms, A private entrance, 
Ladles preferred. Phone PO 2-2177 
or call nt lBlOJEthol St/_ 251
F u r n ish ed  4" room  s u it e " -
Electrlc stove, refrigerator, wash-
DESPERATELY NEEDED 
BY JUNE 1
Young business man nnd family 
require 2 or 3 bedroom furnished 
accornmodntion immediately for 
any period of time. Anywhere 
within 10 mile radius of Kel­
owna. Will sign lease for extended 
period if required. References 
please Phone PO 2-4730,_____248
WANTOiD^FBEDROOM SUITE 
or house for the month of July 
Close to arena. Send reply to Box 
514, Kamloops, B.C, _248
Board A n d  Room
”  IIOCKOa's  "PROPANE LTD. , _ __________ _________ ___ _________
-Your , 'o r  C tn ,r* l 1 No down paym.ni -  l y . a r  l.rma.
Phono P02-JB44 fr** •sUmiira Rcntardl JUMBO KNTEItl'llISF.H
. .... ........................... I  St. I’hona l ’O2-30U
GREENHOUSES, St NURSERIES
ROOM AND BOARD FOR work 
Ing men. Phone PO 2-3246 or call 
at 2046 Pandosy,___ _ 248
Schools And Courses
Beautiful
LA K ES H O R E
Lot For Sale
FOR QUICK SALE -  1956 FORD 
Fairlane, fully equipped, excel­




ing machine. Phono PO 2-4530
■ 1 ■' 248
FU RNisilED"^”TIED - SITTING 
Room for indies, )sUchcn facili­
ties. Apply Mrs. Craze, 542 Buck- 
lnnd Ave, if
This Ideal lake- 
shore property is 
situated at Oka­
nagan Mission.
It is 90’ by 152’ 
and has many 
beautiful shade 
trees on it. 
domestic water > 
connected to the 
property and . 
electricity and 
telephone are; of 
course; available. 




$ 7,0 0 0
Call




R E A L T Y  LT D .
543 Bernard Ave, PO 2-3L40
1950 MG SPORTS CAR. $150 
down. Good condition. Phone 
PO 2-7294. 249
1951 CHEVROLET COUPE — 
Good condition. Phone PO 2-2574 




financing plan wil) help you make 
a better deal. See us for details 
now, before you buy. Carruthcrs 
&JMeiklo Ltd., 364 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna.
235, 236, 237,-247, 248, 249
FOR SALE — 19’6” . DELUXE 
Flying Bridge cabin cruiser built 
in 1957, complete with bunks for 
2, marine toilet, sink and cabinet, 
folding helmsman seeat. Built in 
gas tanks for 40 gals., complete 
with 1958 Johnson V50, less than 
50 hours on this motor. Replace­
ment cost' $4,250.00, complete 
unit at a bargain price of $2,500.00 
or boat may be purchased without 
motor. Terms may be arranged. 
Contact Kamloops Sport Shop, 260 
Third Ave., Kamloops, B.C. 
Phone: Days 831; Nights 2716-R.
248
Articles For Sale
12’ FIBREGLASS FISHING Boat 
— New condition. Reasonable. 
Phone PO 2-8083. 248
Kvcrgmna, Ftowtring Ohnih*. Pmnntala 
mead Plaalt awl Cut FWwara.
K. BURNKTT Gw*nhouM« 5 Nur«ry 
M  Qlnii*# Av*. I’han* P03-ISI1
■~^lij$RiSwAREr"BTORE8
TV AND RADIO
C IL  PAINTS
R*all> W *Mwr*. Friga, IHap F y w rt. 
Wal«r H *a l*r*.
R U T L A N D  , UAKDW ABB
KuUand l’*«*'««N)S-«U7
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MAPLE RIDGE EQUITATION 
CENTRE,
The Maple Ridge Equitation Cen­
tre is putting on courses In riding 
frtr, all ages and standards of rid­
ing commencing Juno 29th — go­
ing right through to September, 
You can ..take one, two or more 
weeks or stay on for t|io two 
months. Accommodation f o r 
boarding students in comfortable 
I /h1ro near tho stables. Chief In­
structress is Mrfi, April Mervedt 
(ffrench-Mullen), B.H.S. Write 
for programme and rates to: 
32nd Rd.i Walnut Place, Haney, 
Phono INg. 3-0711 or lNg. 3-0717;
OWNER SELLING! 3 BEDROOM 
stucco homo, largo living room 
with fireplace. Hardwood floors 
throughout. Largo bright kitchen 
with 220 wiring. Full basement 
with oil fprnncc, Price $13,200, 
Apply 309 Burnc Ave. Phono 
PO 2-7509. »
fL U X S  M . #urtomm sm a lF ca^  p e r .
SON. One ' minute walk fromWILDING^
"ilKNKtBAI." W F.LD IN O  A  IIKPAIRS 
. Orn*m«nUl litm 
KRUDW NA M A C ItIN I SHOP 
rhooa I'013*»«
To place in  id  In this 
1 mcIIm  Phone \
r o u m  -
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by dny, week, month, also 
housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave, 
phone PO 2-2̂ 15. tf
LIGHT llOUREKEEPING ROOM 
— Clean and comfortable, Suit
senior Indy, $29 per month. A |> - ______
plv 1441 Richter. ____ _ tf QincK  s a l e , OWNER LEAV
ING town, 3 bedroom house, full 
hasement, gnk furnace. Phono
230
IjOTS — BANKHEAD LOTS 
• $600' DOWN
Priced from $2,200 to $2,500 some 
with 90 foot frontage and fruit 
trees. Call C. Hill PO 2-4900 nr 
Reekie Agonolos PO 2-2346. Ex­
clusive Listing, , , - ___?50
LADIES’ BICYCLE -  EXCEP­
TIONAL condition, 3 speed, gen­
erator lighting front nnd roar 
hand brakes both wheels, many 
new fittings. Can be seen at 541 
Broadway Ave., North.on Ellis or 
phono Lcn Marsh PO 2-4489. Cash 
deni only $30. _____JT
FORKUFT ’̂6’uTlF  ON 1 TON 
truck with dual weeds. Lifts 2 
bins at one time 0‘,4 ft. high; also 
John Deere 7 foot cultivator. See 
Ted Dorlinter or phone RO 0-2631.
249
TWOIFWCII ̂ USEb” ELECTRic 
rnnges, Good condition 1-S179, 
l-$85. Barr & Anderson (Interior) 
Ltd,, 594 Bernard Ave, 248
BOY'S NAVY- BLUE BLAZER  ̂
sizes 14 years, like new. Phone 
PO 2-2358 evenings. _tf
TbIT aM P'aC ELFC'rRIC w eld ­
e r , Cnll at.No. 7; Cosy Cabins, 
Rutland. _ 249
YELLOwTsEML Dr«»«
— Ideal for graduation. Size 16. 
Phone PO 2-3082. 248
Gardening and Nursery
ROTO- TILING, PLOUGHING 
nnd sawing wood. Phone PO 2- 
3104., , _
AFRICAN VIOLETC, HOUSE- 
PLANTS and flower stands. 
Phone PO 2-8239. tf
BLACK MOUNTAIN TOP SOIL, 
gravel, light loam, shale. Ernie 
Rojcm. Phono PO 2-8153. , tf
Poultry And Livestock





Pifyples, budgies, gold nnd tropi­
cal finh, tame white dice and 
rats, novelties, pot bookH, Com­
plete lino dog foods nnd supplies, 
bird foods nnd supplies, aquar­
iums and equipment. 256
CHOICE LAKESHORE LO t AT 
Casa Lomu subdivision. One mile 
south of bridge on Wcstsldo, 70 ft. 
frontage, fruit trees, power, nnd 
telephone. Phone SOB-5555 or ap­
ply J. A. Zdrulck at Casa Lnmn,
250
Articles Wanted
t o p ” MARtCET~PRiCES~I,AID 
for scrap Iron, steel, brass cop, 
per, lend,, etc, lloncfjt grading, 
Prompt payment made, Atlas 
lion and Metals Ltd,, 250 Prior 
St,, Vancouver, B.C. Phone 
MUtual 1-0357,_____ M-TH-tf
Post Office. 1470 St. Paul St.
• , 250
NICKI.Y FURNisiliCD BEP- 
ROOM, 2241 Pandosy St.
248. 251, 255
a room  h ou se  w m i g a r a g e
— Apply 555 Rowcliffu Ave
PO 2-2109 after 5,
Til REE~ BEDROOM- HOUR E,! 
North end, 2,000 . down. , Full 
prlte $7,800, Phone PO 2-8747.
___  250
0"llOO5rMODERN"HOU3Ewltli 
5 acres, Five miles out. Phone
250IPQ 5*5278* 248
LOT FOR SALE — CLOSE IN TO 
s h o p p i n g  centre, churches, 
schools, Several - ussorted , fruit 
hearing treel. Desirable building 
lot. .on. (pilot -street, Apply 8.11 
Lawrence Ave! -................250
Small Appliances
4 ROOM HOUSE, BATHROOM 
with full plumbing, 2 bedrooms, 
kltcben, living room, on 40 ft. 
lot. 76b Clement Ave. , 250
VANCOUVER PRICER ( 
Sunbeam kettles, irons toasters; 
example GE Fr.Y Pans *14,95 
Harr hnd Anderson, 594 Bernard^
Radio Accessories
Legal
after Salvatore Alvaro’s two other 
daughters were said to have 
undergone sex changes.
MONTY IN RUNNING
LONDON (Reuters)—The Daily 
Herald says Field Marshal Vis­
count Montgomery is one of tho 
likely candidates for the post of 
governor-general of Canada. It 
says in a front-page'story he is 
the only Briton among the “pos­
sibles” to succeed present Gov­
ernor - General Vincent Massey 
who retires in September.
HIGHLIGHT FOR GRAHAM
MELBOURNE ( R o u t e  r s)— , 
Evangelist Billy Graham said 
here Wednesday his 2 Vi - months 
Australian “crusade” has been 
“one of the greatest moments of 
my life ” He added he hoped to 
be back in Australia within two 
or three years. Graham boarded 
the liner Dominion Monarch to 
sail along the coast to Sydney.
PRIEST HONORED 1
ANTIGONISH, N.S. (CP)—Mrs. 
Margaret Fitzgerald of Van­
couver was a head-table guest 
Wednesday at a testimonial din­
ner for her brother Msgr.. Hugh 
MacPherson,- 87, a veteran Nova 
Scotia priest. The dinner marked 
the 60th anniversary* o f. his. or­
dination in Home.
NEW DISCOVERY
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)-Ohlo 
State University said Wednesday 
one of its b i o c h e m i s t s  hn.1 
achieved a “scientific' break­
through" that may pave the way 
for d I a b e t i c s tq take insulin 
through the mouth. Dr. Richard 
O, Moore discovered a -method 
for preventing insulin molecules 
from being destroyed in the intes­
tinal tract, ..the announcement 
said.
WAS ALUMINUM EXECUTIVE
MONTREAL 'CP) — Ward van 
Alstyne, 72, responsible for nil 
sales of .Canadian aluminum in 
the United States nnd . S o u t h  
America from 1947 to 1950, died 
Monday nt his home in Irvington- 
nn-lludsoti, N.Y , It was learned 
here Wednesday night, From 1037 
to 1941 lie was 'manager, of sales 
In Japan for Aluminum Limited 
Sales, Inc., a Canadian company. 
He was managing director of tho 
Canadian subsidiary In Brazil, 
Alumlnio do Brasil, from 1943 ,t» 
1945.
, Department of Transport 
Ottawa, Ontario 
TENDERS
SEALED TENDERS, addressed 
to the iindorslghcd marked "Tern 
dor for nddltlonnl development 
Kelowna" will be received up to 
3 p.m. EDST Juno 10, 1059, for
lengthening and widening Hun-ppp' „ , 0r( that the Canadian 
way 15-33 to 5000 ‘ i/ovenunenl Insisted U.S, Air
Airport (Ellison Held), Kelowna,
Pearkes Says 
Remark Stupid
- OTTAWA (CP) -  Defence Min­
ister Pearkes describes ns "stii-
BATTERIES FOR EVERY Type 
transistor, portable radio. Barr 
nnd Anderson, 594 Bernard, U
B.C. \
Plans, specifications and Other 
tender documents mny bo ex­
amined rtt the office of tho Re­
gional Construction Engineer, .De­
partment of Transport, 739 Went 
Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
and copies obtained on' deposit 
of accepted chequo for $25,00 
payable to the Hecelvcr General 
of Canada, Plans nnd specifica­
tions will alsp be on display at the 
Builders' Exchange at Vancou­
ver, B.C. .
, ' F, T. C6LLINS,
- Secretary.
May 25, 1959. > - i,
Force officers at RCAF air de­
fence command headquarters at 
St, Hubert, Quo,, wear, civilian 
clothes,
He was replying In the Com­
mons to Opposition leader Pear­
son who asked for a comrnent on 
the report published by tho Amer­
ican monthly technical Journal 
Data. .... \  . ' , ,
Tho magayinn, also said tho 
U S, regards the'Canadian goV* 
eriuncnrH contention that North 
American Air Defence command 
Is part of NATO ns silly. - '
Mr, Pcorld'H said this state­
ment was ' utterly silly.''
i A, 1 ;\
I
TH E O LD  H O M E  T O W N By Stanley
torn ACHAN**. 
OOS -N tX ) WASH 
, ANO ILL DWY--
5 ~ 3 > ‘
C 3
P*BSSU»H PLAY CW THK HOMB tf  WOU/4DS
—  s -a tr
H EA LT H  C O LU M N
Immediate First Aid 
Urgent In Snake Bite
By Herman N. Bundeaen, M.D. |IF  THERE'S SWELLING
inates. There ia little •‘export’* and SO per cent of ywm* people 
trade. who start smoking marijuana or
The hashish-marijuana group of hashish are likely to commit 
drugs now constitutes the grow-crimes of violence, 
ing problem. Used largely in Mo»- However, the opium poppy's 
lem or Negro societies or among products present the greatest 
certain white groups, such as problem to international author- 
musicians, they have the effect,ities. The l a r g e s t  source is 
of producing a sense of exhilara- China’s Yunnan region, where 
tion. This group is much more!peasants gather beads of raw 
likely to produce criminal tend-!opium from slit buds in huge 
encles than are the opium drugs, ■ fields of poppies, 
which are soporific in nature.! Local consumption there
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to authorities for legal uses such 
as medicines, but great quan­
tities also are smuggled out and 
find their way into Use hands of 
the international crime rings.
The poppy latex first is refined 
into morphine, which has five 
times as much narcotic effect a; 
I opium and is consequently easlet 
is; to transport Much of the furthei
Relatively few persons like 
reptiles. And chances are that, 
if you spotted one, you would 
give it a wide berth.
Generally, though, we have 
very few ooisonous lizards and 
snakes in the United States. But 
since you would be more likely 
to encouter one during a sum
You may have to move the Statistics show that between 60 high, and much of the output goes! refining into heroin, a white pow
band if swelling causes con­
striction. I want to emphasize
der 20 times as potent as raw * 
opium, is done in underworld * 
laboratories in the Middle East 
or Italy.
Strangely, Europe has almost 
no drug problems. In all of 
France there are only a few hun­
dred addicts. As in many other 
countries today, alcohol seems to , 
have replaced drugs as the major . 
problem.
that this is not a tourniquet and 
should not be twisted.
Then sterilize a knife blade or 
razor blade over a match or 
lighter flame and make a cross-i 
cut incision through each fang!
BELIEVE IT O R  N O T By Ripley
mer vacation than at any other w°^n.d- ® Bnfi
time of the year. I think a few! about ^ ^ ^ a r t e t n *nc!L<i*eP_B.!^
words of advice are in order. *east thati be deep enough to get into the
GILA MON8TER i soft tissue below the skin where
The Gila monster is the only | the poison has been injected.
poisonous lizard in the United; OUT POISON
States, It is found in the south-1 
western desert region.
Our poisonous snakes are the 
rattlesnake, which also a r e  
found in dry regions, and coral 
snakes, copperheads and water 
moccasins which prefer swampy 
areas.
If a person is bitten by any 
of these, lizard or snake, the
DUNVE6AN CASTLE
cm th* III* oF Skvf«, m th* H«brides 
HAS M IN  OCCUP1SO BV THI LEADING 
FAMILY OP TWe CLAN MCLEOD FOR 
7 0 0  YEARS
J ames Spran
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Y O U R  H O RO SC O PE
By ESTRELLITA
Now, suck out as much of the 
poison as you can with your 
mouth. If you have badly 
cracked lips you must be care­
ful. Otherwise, don’t worry if 
you should swallow some of the 
poison. (Your degestive juices 
will destroy it.
............. .......  .............. . After this, there is one im-
wound should” be treated in the portant thing left to do, that is,
, to get the victom to a doctor
_  _ ! ouickly. For unless they have
IMMEDIATE FIRST AID , adequate treatment, about 15
Immediate first aid treatment per cent of those bitten by 
is essential. Anti-venom can be poisonous snakes die. 
given later by a doctor, but you, f,fTpo-f|n\- ANSWER 
must localize the poison at once.QUESTION AND ANSWER 
Since muscular effort will Mrs. G. V : I have been told 
spread the poison, make the vie- that I have a cyst on my ovary 
tim lie down and keep quiet. i and I now have a large swelling 
Next, tie a band la handker-. with sharp pain in the lower 
chief will do) around the limb right side of my abdomen
VISITORS MR. PE RCWBLONB. 
YOUR MOTHER, A MRS. MAPE51 
ANOAN EVCJONCS. WO MAY 
SCH ONC ATA TIME
just above the bite.. Tie it firm­
ly enough to prevent the return 
of blood through the surface 
arteries, but not enough to af­
fect the blood in the deeper 
veins and arteries.
Could this be the result of the 
cyst and could it be cancerous?
Answer: Cysts on an ovary
may or may not be dangerous. 
It would be wise to see your 
physician. _______
World Police Officials Move 
To Curb Big Drug Smugglers
FOR TOMORROW
Lunar influences bring some 
restrictions in the early hours. Be 
tactful in personal relationshios 
then, and don’t aggravate diffi­
cult situations by repeating gos­
sip or ill-founded rumors. During 
the late P.M. aspects are more 
generous.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birjfiday: 
your chart shows fine traits 
which should be extremely help­
ful to you in the year ahead, 
namely: imagination, original­
ity and creative ability. Plane­
tary influences, during the next 
twelve months, will provide fine 
stimuli for these characteristics 
—especially if you are engaged 
in work requiring a great deal of 
ingenuity. Ambitions should be 
soaring now; with you in a real 
mood to accomplish. And you 
can! All Geminians are currently 
in a fine cycle for the advance­
ment of lofty goals —whether 
nlong personal or occupational 
lines.
To be specific: Except for the 
month of November, finances 
will be encouraged by fine stellar 
vibrations. In job matters, ad-
and/or October. Where romance 
is concerned, June, October and 
December will be highly propi­
tious periods. And, if you have a 
“yen" for travel, take off during 
early June or late August. Mid- 
December will inaugurate a mag­
nificent period for launching new 
ventures which could bring great 
profit—and happiness—in 1960.
A child born on this day will 
be sentitive, highly impression­
able and artistically inclined.
East and Europe. Some come in 
from South America.
SET PATTERNS
The international conference 
was held under the auspices of 
the international police organiza­
tion, Interpol, at its Paris head­
quarters, and is only one example 
of the way in which national po­
lice organizations are uniting on 
the international level to combat 
crime.
Marcel Sicot, secretary-general 
of Interpol, and his deputy, Jean 
Nepote, say that the world drug 
trade today fits into several def­
inite patterns.
The use of many drugs today 
may be classified by national or 
regional groups. For example, 
use of the cocaine family, once 
a world problem, now is confined 
almost solely in the regions of
By CLARE McDERMOTT
PARIS (Reuters) — Interna­
tional drug smugglers, among the 
world's most highly organized 
and skilful criminals and backed 
by financial resources derived 
from huge profits, will have new 
problems to solve as a result of a 
recent conference of world police 
officials here.
Sixty police, customs and med­
ical experts on drug traffic rep­
resenting 32 countries held a 
three - week conference during 
which they drew up new plans to 
stop the increasingly profitable 
and sinister trade.
Almost all the illicit interna­
tional traffic in drugs now is di­
rected towards high-income mar­
kets in the United States and Can 
ada. Drugs, largely produced - in 
the Chinese border areas and the 
M i d d l e  East, reach North 
America by way of the Middle South America where it orig-
Priarie Grain 
Seeding Ahead
OTTAWA (CP)—Prairie grain 
seeding has advanced rapidly to­
wards completion in Saskatch­
ewan and much of Alberta in the 
last week, the bureau of statistics 
says.
But rains are needed to bolster 
sub-soil moisture reserves which 
are low, especially over large 
areas of Saskatchewan. Moisture 
supplies still are adequate to 











13, Parts of 
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14. Skins
15, Grain to be 
ground
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By B. JAY BECKER 





+ A J2  
V 10 0 3




* J 8 5  
♦  K8




♦  Q10 6 4 
+  K J73
The bidding:
E a s t South West
Pass 1 NT Pass
WEST 
+ 54 3 
V Q 6 4 2 
♦  72 
+  10854
MRIl
8. Kind of roll 35. Of n brick
9. Oldest not fully
10. TV dog burnt
20, Scotch dirk 36, Passage-
m i s
wia a
pi • ato 
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DAILY CRYPTOqUOTE -  Here’s how to worS tti
A X Y D L B A A X R  
li I . O N Q F  K I. L O W
, One letter simply stands for another In this sample!A I* used
for tlu* thru ■ ■ - - ■ - -  - ......................
the length
i an c p  
so L'a, X for the two O’a, etc, Single letters, npoxtrophlca, 
and formation of the words are nii hints. Euch dny tho
7 V V C A K H 
T P R P F>P 7.
c n k u u -
J I P Z P
n p  v  p z
T P K A P 
H J P U IJ
A U O P V C I K C A B O P 
O Y U C I 1 H  A
Yesterday'* Crrptoquote; AS MANY
EVERY ONE HIS OWN WAY
MEN, SO MANY MINDS; 
TERENCE, , ,
Open lead—five of spades.
A good defensive player will 
maintain his interest in a deal! 
even though he Is dolt a poor j 
hand nnd the bidding does not, | 
seem to offer his side very much > 
hope, |
West wns on lend ngninst, three 
notrump and could see no great 
future to opening either of bis 
four-card suits, He decided that 
the best possibility' of defeating 
the gontrnct was to try to find 
his rmrtner, with a long suit, Ac­
cordingly, he led the five of 
spades.
Declarer played the Jack from 
dummy and won East's queen 
with the king. HA then took the 
diamond finesse and lost to the 
king, Back cnipe a .spade, ducked 
In dummy! nnd another spade, 
taken by the nee.
South had elgth tricks avail­
able, When he finished running 
the diamonds', he led a club, ISnst 
promptly took the ace;, cashed his 
good spades, nnd declarer went 
down one, losing three spndes, 6 
diamond, and a club,
With nil due rredlt to West for 
choosing the only lend that could 
give declarer unv trouble, we 
must still charge South with dig­
ging his own grave on,the very 
first piny, The contract was abso­
lutely certain tp make regardless 
of how thp opponents' cards were 
divided, provided he played n low 
spado from dummy Instead of the 
jack, '
Declarer suffered from the de­
lusion that he was getting a free 
finesse' by putting up the Jack, 
Instead, he should have main­
tained the A-J position in dummy 
so that if the diamond finesse 
lost, East wpnld not he In position 
to continue the attack in spades, 
South had little to gain nnd 
much to lose by plnylng the, Jack. 
Ho should reason t|iat by playing 
the iloude ffom dummy nnd fines- 
fdng’tho diamond Immediately, ho 
brings himself to eight winners 
even If the finesse loses, ,'
With East then rm lend and 
spades stllf doubly stopped, no re­
turn could possibly'jeopardize the 
contract, 'Ihe ace of clubs could 





ask for i t . . .




Tonitc, Fri., nnd Sat., 
May 28, 29, 30




with Susan Hnywnrd 
and Simon Onklnnd




LIKE A HEEL 
CURLY. THAT
sidewinder 
TROUBLE I HAP 
•TODAY was 
FAKE,











ELSE-. SOMETHING T> DO 
WITH WEATHER. OH CLEAR 
DAYS, HI'S A CHAMP. ITS
ONLY WHEN THE WEATHER'S 
BAD THAT HE GOES INTO 
SLUMP,
I  P O N T .'B U T  AS 
SK IPP E R  OF TNI9 
I  AIL'ST EXTEND
EVERY c o u r t e s y .'
With that, tub dbnsral pushes a 




I  HOPE THE HUSBAND V "  
COMES TO TH E DOOR,y 4  
SO I  C A N  P LA Y  








ITS  JUST F IV E  DOLLARS, 
M RS B U M S T E A D -I TOLD  
YOUR H U S B A N D  
FIVE HUNDRED  
FOR A  JOKE
C2
O.UL
....... .,, 3 ,
n ' li M L ii'lil,■ ■ini
jnrrr
YESSIR,I BELIEVE 
I'LL  BECOME A  
FA M O U S FLAG- 
POUE S IT T E R /
O 'C O U R S E  T H E R E 'S  
N O T  M U C H  PA.V IN  
T H A T  K IN D  O ’ J O B ...
X
. . .B U T  J U S T  T H IN K O F A L L  
T H ’ G A R D E N  H O E IN ’ A N ’ 
L A W N  M O W IN '
. . .A  FELLER G ETS O U T O F  
W HILE UP ON THE POLE/'
t o f Iiffp
talk Talk tW-k
TALK T A L K  TA LK
t a l k  t a l k - .
I I
L A t e r .”. 6 A W R S H .. X S E E  
t u h  <3o t  o n e  o f  
T H H M  NEW  A U TO  
TE LE P H O N E S !
V B S ,CLARABELLS 
TA LK  TALK TALK. 
TA LK  TALK T A L K -
















% GVPPBP HER UNCLB 
IN A CROOKEP CARP 
GAME, HARRIGANI % 
HEARD GHB'S 
LOOKIN' FOR m , 0
OUST MY LUCK! IF  
«HR FINDS OUT YOU'RB 
MY PARTNflK i IT WILL 
RUIN OUR SCHBMB 
TO MILK ROaBRS 
AND THE OTHER 
RANCHERS WITH, 






HE MUST BE 
I AROUND SOW!'
place.,, Hoy T 
BAT BOY//)








WBIL (SBTttXM UNIFORM 
Like the RearcFT^J 
tram//
(Z6
is the only one like it in the 
Okanagan. Here contractor Gus 
Wageman points out pool’s
30 by 20 foot dimensions to 
owner Les Clement. Cement 
tank tapers from about four
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Energy Board Bill Snipers 
j Continue House Opposition
I OTTAWA <CP> — Amid rising' committee — in effect killing it. i 
tempers, the government's na-;But the government, backed b>' 
jtional energv board bill is meet-!the Liberals who support the!
|irg  continued Liberal sniping and'measure in principle, swamped, 
'repeated CCF ittempts to kill it.'the motion in a vote of 176 to 8.
< i Tire CCF, who earlier in the
Commons clashes were f re- j debate had another motion ruled; 
quent Wednesday in the fifth day ; out of order, immediately fob I 
of debate which is expected ioilowed up Wednesday's defeat' 
run unbroken until finnl approval! with a third motion that nKoj 
of the bill. It would establish a I would lead to the death of the 
five-man national energy board!bill. It remains to be voted on.; 
to regulate import and export of. jn the Senate, meanwhile, the; 
natural gas and electricity and—; prospect emerged of the Liberal; 
if the cabinet decides — oil im-! majority forcing revision of a bill, 
ports and exports. already approved by the Com-)
CCF’ House Leader Hazen Ar-'.mons. The'disputed legislation is| 
gue said the board is a “play-; an amendment to the Income Taxi 
thing’’ of the government, to be Act that would eliminate special! 
"manipulated, mangled and torn provisions for foreign businesses! 
asunder . . . for political rea-j incorporated In Canada. !
sons." , Senator A. K. Hugesscn (L—;
J. \V. Pickersgill (L — Bona-j Quebec* said the necessity fori 
vista-Twillingatei said the gov-;the amendment hasn’t been ado-] 
ernment isn’t to be trusted with j quately explained and the Liber-j 
the broad cabinet powers the bill [ als might oppose It. 
j  provides.
BLASTS CHURCHILL , ..............
Frank Howard (CCF—Skeetia' writing “threatening and harsh ! 
told Trade Minister Churchill— letters to delinquent taxpayers.; 
th<« hill’s sponsor, who inter- Senator F. W. Gershaw .iL—A1-; 
rui'ted frequently to protest op- bertai said many income tax in-, 
position remarks—that he lacked!spcctors are not qualified to deal; 
t'-e intestinal fortitude to submit’with returns of farmers and 
lh ' bill to close studv in a com-;ranchers. One farmer had told, 
mjtlec him that the inspector who called.
The CCF moved to refer the on him "did not know a heifer; 
bill's subject matter back to a from a hayload.”





. » r , - f  ’ *-fit * »
f r i
s
Tire income tax department! 
was accused in the Senate o f
foot .depth in background to 
eight foot maximum. (Staff 
photo—prints available >.
T O D A Y 'S  STOC K Q U O TA TIO N S
Prime Minister Marks Official
O f  Historic Sask. Dam
C A N A D IAN
GLANCES
OUTLOOK. Sask. <CP> — Con- nation in the world, 
gtructicn of the South Saskatche-jpREM| ER SPEAKS 
wan River Dam started officially j .premjer -p C. Douglas said the 
Wednesday, 100 years after m .s irnportant to Saskatche-
idea was recommended by e*-.wan because o( one word -  
plorers. “water.” The day is coming, he
said, when a source of water 
supply will be considered as im­
portant as an oil well 
Appropriately, the ceremony 
took place on a warm, dry day 
on which cars travelling to the 
site kicked up blinding clouds of 
1965. The site is 20 miles south! dust. The dry spring and high 
of this town, 60 miles southwest;winds f o 11 o w i n g last year’s 
of Saskatoon. 'drought have combined to fill
Dr. W. B. Tufts, president of ditches around O u t l o o k  
the Saskatchewan River Develop-drifted topsoil, 
ment Association and chairman] A highlight of the day was the 
of the ceremonies, described the | inducting of Mr. Diefenbaker into 
event as one which the w’/ole of the Sioux Indian Tribe by Chief 
Canada will remember. He noted Harry Little Crow of nearby Dun- 
that the Palliser expedition first durn. Chief Little Crow presented 
surveyed the area 100 years ago Mr. Diefenbaker with a head 
end camped at the dam site. dress and buckskin jacket, giving 
Mr, Diefenbaker compared the him the title of Chief Walking 
dam with the St. Lawrence Sea- Buffalo.
way as part of the. development! The prime minister joked later 
of Canada, a development whichjthat the name gave him some 
would help make it “the greatest a n x ie  t y  because Chief Little
TORONTO iCP> — The stock, 
market inched ahcaad today in] 
light morning trading.
Industrials were the leaders, 
rising almost two-thirds. Base 
metals were up more than one- 
third. Golds and western oils 
dipped almost one-third. For 
............ i i '"'western oils it was the fourth low
rvpi’PT prr’KPfWK KT for 1959 in as mar,y dayS'„.T,l\CLM LKT 1 IGIvPOLKLT ,westcrn oil index stands at 12o.2fa, 
GRANBY, Quo. < CP > — Police just a fow percentage points 
constable Viateu.r Paquin ol' IVlon- 0f tbc 1958 low.
treal reported his wallet contain-; >pbc u  a ,m, volume was 660,000 
_ , . , , , , „ ing S30 was stolen by a pick- .hares compared with Wcdncs-
Crow s ancestors had s 10 ’L pocket at the bingo night in the day's""c62,000 at the same hour.
; Speculative mines were quiet and
end of the induction! CANOEING TEST ihad lew ch.an8°®; t T.-mv-rial
ceremony. Chief Little Crow led, LA TUQUE. Quo. 'CP' -  The ril 'T ad^ ' th™best move, up 2V2 
about 20 of his tribe in a. colorful anmmi 100-mile canoe race on tne, on n single sale Most
dance to the accompaniment ofjs t . Maurice River between Laia 82 J ha°n ^ r e  lesS than one 
tom-toms. j Tuque and Trois - Rivieres has Dominion Stores lost % at
FLOW VARIES 'been set for Sept, o-<, wi.h more
When finished, the South Sas-,than 55 000 in pm cs' 
katchewan Dam will hold 8,000,- SUMMER STUDIES






78 and Ford A dipped % at 171%.
Senior mines, especially copper 
issues, were strong in base met- 
S.ials. Campbell Chibougamau led
Reiss, chairman-of the- German;.tumor 50 cents at
flow of the river varies so fgrc.ntly | l̂ojoartiTicnt, McGill University,;S8.80 were
leader in
! part of its l :!/i loss of Wednesday, 
■•cs;Kerr-Addison dipped '%  at 19‘A-
coppers up 
Labrador, Intern
from year to year—from 15,000,- j  has planned’ a summer trip lo (Nickel and Falconbridgc 
000 acre feet to 3,500,000 acre Europe-to study in several world- fractions higher, 
feet—that if three bad years fol- f s libr r i ' McIntyre was the
lowed each other in succession it , 'golds, up % at 88 as it recovered
could take three years to fill the] CIGARET 'THIEVES
reservoir, ; HAMILTON' <CP,i — TiueV' -----
the dam is fin-1broke into a parked car here and! W e s t e r n  oils were quiet. Cana- 
ished, the province must have 50,- stole 65 cartons of cigareis. They|dian Husky^dipped % a t . ,/2 aa 
000 acres ready for irrigation, a|seemed to feel'the need of mu-[Central Del Rio and T nad  were 
start on the 500,000 that are ex-j sic, too, because they also took off five cents each for the major 
pected eventually to be under the j a portable radio.
ditch- ! TELL-TALE COLORS
In addition, the 140-mile-long KIRKLAND LAKE, Cnt. CCPl j 
man-made lake will supply much- A ■sat-cty check has been set up ;
outside this Northern. Ontario; 






Ok. Tele 12;!s -
Powell River 37
A. V. Roe 97 k
Steel of Can 76>i
Tavlor P and C 19
Walkers 33«\


















Money winner Fred Hawkins, 
finds standing away from the 
ball helpful in playing long iron 
shots.
Recently I photographed tour- , 
nament veteran Fred Hawkins i 
hitting long iron snots. Between | 
swings he observed. "I just 
found that I’ve been standing 
too close to the ball in ( hiying 
my long irons. Now that I'm 
standing away more I've gained 
a lot in distance and aeuraey."
It's news when a tournament 
pro makes such an observation. 
The everlasting tendency with 
all players, amateurs and pros, 
is to stand too far away from 
the ball and bend over too much
in swinging. Yet it's possible to
err on the opposite side. The 
relatively close position used 
with aorter iron clubs may 
influence your position when 
playing longer clubs.
The best way to consistently 
stand the proper distance from 
the ball with alt clubs, long or 
short, is by holding your upper 
arms against your body and 
keeping the clubhead on the 
ground behind the baU while 
placing your feet.
BRITE BITS
NEW YORK (CPI -  The 
sanitation department’s noble 
experiment in building a dog* 
comfort station on Manhat* 
tan's upper east side has 
l-een ended. The dogs didn’t 
like it.
'1 lie concrete-based, sand* 
filled enclosure is being dis­
mantled, Sanitation Commis­
sioner R. Screvane said Wed- 
n "-d.ij. It was built a year
Screvane had h o p e d  it 
would solve the sidewalk 
i...ounce problem created by 
N .„ York City’s 270,000 dog
population.
LONDON (AP>—Mrs. Su* 
sun Wilding, wife .'of actor 
Michael W i 1 d 1 n g. has 'an­
nounced she is selling dia­
monds worth $100,000 and 
petting the money into real 
estate.
‘ Diamonds may be a girl's 
best friend,'' she explained, 
"but they're the burglar’s 
best friend too.
"I am sick of being burgled 
and 1 hate paying insurance.”
Mrs/ Wilding said her horn# 
has been robbed five times.
* * * *
" cream  ’
* y o u r  c o ffe e  









needed recreation areas for the 
mainly treeless and l a k e l e s s
TORONTO (CP) — Attacks on! allegiance to the mining and log- 
opponents highlighted the Ontario ging companies. The K c n o r a  
general election political cam- member had supported cutting 
paign Wednesday. the tax on logging and mining, a
tax which was insufficient al-
Prcmier Frost fired a barrage 
©f criticism at CCF Leader Don- 
old C. MacDonald. Mr. MacDon­
ald went Into the Kcnora riding 
of Albert Wren, Liberal member 
of the last legislature, to blast 
Mr, Wren.
Liberal Leader John Winter 
meyer said Ontario's Progressive 
Conservative government is not 
“ putting a nickel” into the prov­
ince’s hospital plan and is over­
charging those covered by the 
plan $24,000,000 a year.
In n speech nt Galt, Mr. Frost 
accused the CCF leader of "say­
ing reckless and unfounded things 
about fnyself, about my party 









spent 42 years in the | Can Brew
Can Cement
ready to pay for the services to 
the forest industry that must be 
performed to keep this great na­
tural resource ahve,
Mr. MacDonald criticized Mr. 
Wren for his part ns a member 
of the legislature's select com­
mittee on labor. Three sugges­
tions in the committee report out­
weighed its many good points.
NAMES POINTS
The points, which spelled dnont 
for labor in Ontario if enacted, 
were:
Union certification would re­
quire a 75-per-cent favprnble vote 
instend of the existing 55 per 
cent.
G i v i n g  management equal 
rights and time with unions In
pla'ihsTof' Southern 'Saskatchewan:j , made different color 
The' dam itself will be. three' each good for four months. Po- 
miles long, the largest earth-filliuCe can tell by the color of the 
dam in Canada. A road and. a sticker when the next check is. 
railroad will run across its 60-j due.
foot wide top. It will be three-1 . '-m'
quarters of a mile wade at the] EARNS RETIREi.Iv.NT 
ba<:e> MOOSE JAW, Sask. iC P '-H .
‘ .. . . . .  , . , ' W. (Bert' James; 60, who as a
the height of construe .op b sokl ncwspaper.s on Moose 
an estimated 1,200 men ,wil Lc • . has retired as post­
working at the site. Now, there ", ’
are about 300 there, Work dune ,
so far includes building o f  access;150*’ L'
roads and most of the townsite WRONG NUMBERS
where Prairie Farm Rehabilita-j EDMONTON ( CPEdmont on  
tion Administration staff, who"vcsidc.nt.s dial an estimated 50,000 
must build the dam and main- wrong numbers in an 
tain it for several years after- ckil|v"totnl of 1,000,000 telephone 
wards, will live.- Work on the Calls, says C." E. Brown, superin 
largest contract so. far, the first temcleiit of city telephones, 
stage of the embankment, has1
changes. '
Quotations supplied by 
Okanagan Investments Ltd.
280 Bernard Avc. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
Today’s Eastern Prices 










All Can Comp 7.99
All Can Div 6.57





Mutual Acc. . 7.65










I WESTLOCK; Alta, (CP'-Joint 
| Ciirrocli MacGillivray, the oldest 
' resident of nearby Fawcett, cole- 
brnted his 98th birthday by slep- 
, d'te.eing to the skirl of llut bag- 
, pipe's,
, USEFUL PROJECT
VANCOUVER iCP' ... A house
built by students of Vancouver 
''■technical - school sold for $13,101), 
The Supreme!y^iding a profit of $2,300 winch
CPR
Cap Estates 
C M and S 
Crown Zell (Can) 
























































T o  $ 1 3 I iRADE-SN Allowance
for your old Refrigerator when you buy this
C U i k i
AUTOMATIC DEFROST REFRIGERATOR
He did not name Mr, MncDon- CP,.t^ lcation c a m p n f g n s Mr |Court of Cnnndn has nill-'ti 1hnt’ will go" Into a trust fund to
S “ S J ° £ ; lj ; £ i S » e D o „ « l . l  satdthis w oJldennli'tlie .CBC i«. April,-10.13 hreaehedimwefanother house project, 
the CCF_ lender in a television|mnnillM,mitnt in n„ ltom copyright owned by
tin-
speech, Monday night, Mr. nowcu^to^hlrc^nnc'/1 Hre nnd S!f- Film Enterprises Incorporated of
' • rrlng scgndMs! ^ H o l l y w o o d ,  Calif., by, leasing a
show Ontario isn’t even getting mo"°5 nn<l contro1 of *-o>Turmni-
Donald said rectin
Circle
WAR ON EAGLES 
KAMLOOPS. H.C, (CP»- 
wanted; les which have killed'at
O n  S e a w a y
PORT COLBORNE, Out, (CPt 
Delays of up to 12 hours arc be­
ing reported nt the Welland Cannl !|
, ,, entrance here for ships down-,
, , , , 'i'V.boiind from Lake Erie to Lnkc
.*• , „nvornmPn* 1 cations Into play against union t™™ an American wanted!kss which have killed at least L .|n ,uMt,,
honest government. organizers. ; nt that time by
MICEK8 IHClGteR MAJORITY , ' A stipulation that all labor ra- cl' !lI'KCfi-
Mr, Frost, called on the voters!latlons board decisions could bo, , unanimous judgment signed, STRONG SWIMMER 
In the June 11 election to give his|nppenled to the courts. Tills by f|vo jU(iRCS reversed an I.’a - VANCOUVER (CP'—A 73-,year- 
Consovvatlve party a bigger'ma-,would enable wealthy corpora-[chequer Court decision dismiss- lild man, Kingsley Brimiall, was]
“ .......< - ................ ” ' Humane Society!-;-,....... w m , wa|tlnR |„
early today to enter |
police o n  frimd iu'w calves on Willow Ranch here] r|,)u, have been blnmcd
'lire being hunted down, ;(()1 M niechanlenl breakdown ’ at
1 lock No, 5 nnd henvlei'-thnn-usunl 
Idownhotmd ship traffic. Only one 
side of the locks could he used,] 
Society 1 showing only one-way traffic.jorlty thhn the 84 sents It hold buttons to nopenl a decision right inR n t,|aim bv i1k, circle Com- given a Royal llu nm     ...
the 08-scat House befbre dtssoln-iup to the Supreme Court of Can- panv for damages, bronze medal here for saving! Nine snips
Too, with a purchase 
you become eligible to
W IN





Content closes June 30Ui, 
1959
/T
tion, A ada dragging the issue out until
At Kcnora, Mr. MacDonald said the union was broken In spirit. 
It was "triivesty” that Mr. Wren] At Owen Sound, Mr. Winter- 
should parade under labor’s flag,[meyer said the federal govern- 
Mr. Wren Is running on a Elb* ment was paying, half the cost of
I rom
eral-Labor ticket,
The CCF leader told a luncheon 
meeting of 28 In supikirt of CCF 
candidate Bill Sherman that Mr, 
Wren had never wavered In hts
the h°spltnl plan while premiums 
paid the rest, But $24,000,000 
more-In premiums than was nec­
essary was being charged this 
year.
bronze edal
„  (l , , . . .. , Mrs, Gertrude .RimkincIJowever, the court ruled that f|l.own|,u, 
the $21,000 damngns claimed , by I
Circle were1 excessive and o r -  NEW THEME
dered that the CBC pay to Circle! CLINTON, B.C. 'C P '..
the amount of the' fee It paid to nnd hunting were the theme -nt 
Lnwrcnco A, Lambert, then gen-, 1,, ■ mi.mat ..hall ( In this Cariboo 
oral manager of International|(lentre 200 miles north of Vnn- 
Rellgious nnd Educational Films couver, The fjrst ball in .18(58 waic 
of Hollywood. ln full-dress affair, .
I.ake Erie 
the canal, Late Tuesday some 18 
vessels were lined up. I
Ishlng I
' i f
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UNLESS M INISTERS S H O W  SOM E PROGRESS
Ike Reported Ready T o  Shun Summit
ASHINGTON (AP) -  1 [rrcs!*!ftce along with State Sceretnry|bower’s view said It wi s certalnicept an
Icelander
W S I  
dent Elsenhower Is reix*rie<i 
ready to tell "IUissla's Andrd \V. 
Gromyko today thnt ho won’t go 
to a ' summit conference unless 
' East-West f o r e i g n  ministers 
\ make substantial progress In eas­
ing tensions over Germany’s fu­
ture.
Christian A, Herter, British For 
elgn Secretary Selwyn Lloyd and 
French Foreign Minister Maurlpc 
Couve do Murville,
Elsenhower intends to avoid chev. 
getting mixed up In the Geneva Elsenhower will spurn any sum- 
foreign ministers talks,.' author-;.inIt,.level t«lk,.. they salfl, unless 
(ties said. Hut he decided It would!the foreign ministers at least
FLEETWOOD, England (Rent-,, 
e rsi-A  British Trawler returned j 
here tu report that It had been,
' , 1 !fired on by an Icelandic gun-!
....... . .........  ..........  ........ ..........  ......  Interim Berlin ; ettlcmeiit,boat while fishing off the const||
he would make known his deter-!us enough progress to warrant njof Iceland May Kb , 
mlnatioii to aVold being forced i HUnmtltdiscussion. ; A fishing f| pokes man1 said m'M
Into nn emergency, meeting with! The French'and Wi st GermansGcelnndte gunboat Ckllnn fired,| 
Soviet premier Nikita Khviisti- are, h b.w e v e r, ilemimdim! fni- blnnk earlrklges from: Its deek;
more, progress than lliis, ' West I gun nnd a piece • pf wadding 
UeriVuiny's 'Chancellor,.K-o n r, ad,wounded, a ,man on tlu trawler,, 
Adehimoi* r«*lterntvd ||H., govern-ithe 589-ton Samuel Hewitt, 
moat's ■ long..stnnd,ing i.usfttclons 'llte Odin|),'attempting to send
•’ •* a tsmrdlng party to the trawler, 
British navel .do-,
Remember:
The tjuality is 
GREATER in a. 
KELVINATOR.
This generous- sized Kelvlnator with a built-in 
freezer holds up to 52 lbs, of frozen food , 
luui a place for everything — Cheese, luittor( 
tall bottles and vegetables,
Regularly $369










As Low As - -
OTHER DELUXE EEAIIJREJjs
T w i i i  m u i’diire seal crisper '' -
It is completely! imtomatlc , . even
I he d e lm s t water is disposed o f  
l.tirpe lull width shelves - -  one slides 
ollt , , ; ' ' , '
I'our: easy tb ,cleurt door' shelves, in- 
eluding eju;, rack, cheese and butter
,. keeper, 1 , < 1
H u r r y  in and see for yourself Ih l*  
fully nut()matic Refrigerator nt
He was c*|Ktcted to re-«)mphn-!be a gixnl move to talk in gin bu k m l the framework of n^lxiul .Itussia’s 'lne<'<rit,v’.In a ml 
»Uq thl* nn unuitUBl White cral Urmi to Gromyko, about tlu ikw ngrument ie 11 f f 1 r m I mi \V 0 M* I s’ <' J 4; •! r>- r n t r, • 11.. mef ling jv lth . Kis-, '^ t  n«Tr « 
House meeting with Inc four for; need for Soviet euncesslons on «ra lights to rpmaln In Berlin, lenhovver Wednc^lny., ,, f  ̂itirjX1
Most offlelnls are pysshnistlc; J le rlu '.1 Gron^yl-.o, Llqyd 
iibqut prospects thnt Urn Geneva Couye dv, Murville planned to fly 
! real progress!f.|ac,lv together Ip a U.S; Air Force
rjvcd to protect thej 
and;fishing boat' , ' 1 ,
The Incident 1:1 the latest In a
c
the Grrmnn is uc
WON T ill. rtJSIIKO Miii ..i'-1 ...... ,,,, , ... ,-
The Gtncva talks resume prl»> talks will make any r ss! f|ae,k h  j.long rorlcH of enemmljtra t* **#••>« 
secret meeting at[lowrud uniting Gennaliy, and tjm|plahe t)u:-. bfteriiviPh, ,'lTiu '.ttccretjont of Iceland a elnlin 10 a iz
plgn \mlitlsteni who have , been 
conferring In Geneva, Tbe four 
enmo here to attend Werlnesdny’s
funeral for ■■John . '  ‘ nrlttoh • aw V ^^nerkun ' govdrn- ' phnM-t lui i "  talks will bV îti | miio water limit.. Tho'llritl»h__rec
1 "Tlie Hti'ninesS'/rhai Ser
594 BERNARD AVK. V
(liilerior) l.ul.
vice alul .Quality Ihnll'’ ,
PHONE PO 2-303?
Kim^uhowcr 11110 | _ __.... .............. . ,
myko to meet with Kim in hD pf*j Authorttlca famlUar with I„* n-lmcnts are rctkntcd ready to ad-,aboi.id tl|q ali craft.
V '■ y ' ■ ■ ,; ■ ,■' '' ■■. ■•'V' .
dgnizo only a thrcc-rnllo lim it
